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• Introduction.
It ha© been known ©inc© 1946 that energy can be absorbed from a 
radicfrequmnoy field by the nuclear ©pin© in bulk material placed in a 
uniform magnetic field. For this absorption of energy to be a 
continuous process it la necessary for the spin© to have oom© thermal 
contact with the surrounding lattice» so that they can pass on the 
absorbed energy and then take part in further absorption. In general 
a nucleus can exchange energy with the lattice by means of interaction 
between its magnetic dipole moment and fluctuating magnetic fields 
supplied by the lattice• or by interaction between the electric 
quadrupole moment of the nucleus and fluctuating electric fields 
applied by the lattice. Either or both of these Interactions can 
provide the relaxation mechanism which allows the nucleus to loss to the 
surrounding lattice the excess energy gained from the applied 
radiofrequency field in nuclear magnetic resonance absorption. This 
thesis describes a method of showing experimentally which of these 
interactions is dominant in providing the relaxation mechanism in case© 
where either mechanism can operate.
.................................................... ...........  ■
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Since its establishment aa an experimental fact In 19^5 by 
Purcell* Torrey and Pound at Harvard and Bloch, Hansen and Packard at 
Stanford the fundamental theory of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Absorption 
has been reviewed by a number of authors, including Pake 1950, 1956, 
Andrew 1955, Grivet 1955> Warts 1955 and Kopfermann 1956.
2.1. ffuolaar Ka^t^ find ■
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance is observed in diamagnetic material and
la due to the paramagnetism of nuclei possessing spin.
Nuclei of spin I end magnetic moment N when pieced in a magnetic
field Hq will produce an equilibrium laaoroeoopic magnetisation Mq given by
the Lange vln formula
M » nN X ♦ 1 o c
Er
X H e.m.u. o c 2(1)
where T ie the lattice temperature and n_ is the number of nuclear magnets o
per unit voluae, and XQ is the static susceptibility.
Before the field HQ ie applied the 21 ♦ 1 energy levels of the
nuclear magnet in an external field are degenerate. Thus when the field 
ie suddenly applied to split these levels they will be equally populated
and the nsa^tisation alon^ th. field M^U b. instantaneously
If we introduce the concept of the temperature T» of system then
K • X ♦ 1z o &
kT,
Vo * X- 2(2)
with Tj » co when the field is initially applied. The equilibrium value 
of given by 2(1) ie established by thermal contact between the spin
-----------------------—-------------- -
system and the lattice 9 the excess energy of the spin system being shared 
with the vibrational degrees of freedom of the atoms. The exponential 
growth of to the equilibria^ value MQ is described by means of the 
latitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation time
Mb - Mo (1 - exp (-tA,)) 2(3)
Mo is very small corup&rec to the atomic diatiwietlsation and is usually 
completely masked by it*
2.2. !iissa-iiaa-T2
Nuclear can be detected however by methods.
When a magnetic field oscillating with a radiofrequanoy v is applied at
right angles to a’ transverse’magnetisation' is produced when v is near
the Larmor frequency of the nuclear magnets in the magnetic field H^.
This transverse magnetisation rotates about the Z axis with the Larmor 
frequency and is capable of inducing a detectable r.f. voltage in a 
suitably plaoed coil. This macroscopic transverse magnetisation is the 
result of individual nuclear moments precessing at the Larmor frequency 
being pulled into phase by the applied field * There are relaxation 
processes which tend to reduce this macroscopic transverse magnetisation 
by destroying the phase coherence of the individual precessing spins.
In particular aa the rotating field produced by one epin at the site of 
a neighbour is of the correct frequency to induce transition. there is the 
possibility of a spin-spin collision or energy exchange in which a mutual 
flipping in the field and exchange of energy takes place between two 
identical spine* This leads to phase jwps and loss of coherence. 
Similarly the local field due to neighbouring nuclear majaete varies from
nucleus to nucleus oaualng a variation In precession rates and a 
prQgr.^1 ve loss of ph»» ooh.™,. A seoona relaxation tin. T, i. 
introduced to account for the observed decay of the transverse 
magnetisation. Xt is given by
12 « • jfc , 2(4)
at *2 at t2
where x and y are axes at right angles to 2* the field direction'
The nuclear magnetisation vector is parallel to the spin vector 
and ia related to it by the nuclear gyromagnetio ratio Y. Thia same 
ratio Y must hold between the macroscopic magnetisation tf and the vector 
sum of the nuclear angular momenta which we designate P.
M » YP
Then we have an angular momentum P with associated magnetisation vector M 
processing In a magnetic field H. The clasaioal equation of motion le 
then
Jf ■ MXH
• Y (M x H) 2(5)
The components of H are HQ along the 2 axis and an oscillating field 2^ 
ode wt along the x axis. is equivalent to two fields rotating in 
opposite directions (H^ cos wt» sin wt * 0) and (f^ cos wt• • ein wt
0). The field which rotates in the asms direction as M processes, 
exerwisea a tipping effect on M. The other rotating component does not
preserve a phase relationship with M and so can normally be neglected* 
The equation t($)written in full is then:
JJ8 - v (XyHo S Mjfl, sin wt) - |*
!F - Y 008 * • w - w
■ Y (♦ Mjft ain wt - MjtH, ooa wt) - (i^ - M#)
T1
where the upper sign is used when Y is positive*
Equations 2*6 wars first given by Bloah 1946.
Their steady state solution for the ease of slow passage through
resonance is:
\ . ,Wz *, ■ .) T, ♦ 2H, .U, -«
i ♦ (w *» *0)*2 ♦ Yz^i A^Tg
*Z
0>) 47)
(o)
where wQ • YH^ is the Larmor frequency.
The absorption of energy by the nuolear nagnets can be described in
terms of a oumplex susceptibility X » X* «• i X*\ Representing the 
oeoillating magnetic: field as the real part of H • 2H^ exp iwt we have
Mx » X1 (flt^ oos wt) ♦ X11 (2H, sin wt) 2(8)
Comparison of 2(8)with 2(7) gives:
_____________
-1
J1 toWa ♦ Ta2 (wo • w)2 ♦ 2(8)
i*,»®Ta (wo * w) *a (1 * Ta2(w® ’ w)2 * A,\t2) 
2(9)
The energy absorbed by unit volume of the saaple per second is
At »
fc /
« H, dM
t » O
Only the out of phase component contributes to A
A
A
<
x’V I oos wt dt
1 w *"
V
Va
1 + t22(»o • wr ♦ nityr
11The absorption of energy is then proportional to X . It thus has a
reaonang character, and maximm absorption occurs at w e r, Also when ' c
ttw saturation term A, ^8 ls *BaU th° at half intensity is
given by Tg (wQ * W|) « 1.
There the half-width of the line is T* ’2
2® 4® saturation Kffectss
When is Increased until the term is not small then the
nuclear spin system is said to be partially saturated® This mesne that 
the spin lattice relaxation process can no longer maintain the spin system 
at the lattice temperature and the spin temperature rises®
____________________________________________
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Than the maximum value of X, is given by 2(7)(c)
J“g XoHo< 2(10)1
1 ♦
Comparison with equation 2*2 gives an effective value of "7$
I.rff. - T (1 ♦ 2(11)
since If HQ only were applied at a lattice temperature equal to ?£> 
effective* then the equilibrium value of would be given by 2.10.
In terms of spin energy level populations the rise In spin 
temperature means that the distribution of spins over the levels
-a © to a Boltzmann distribution at temperature T< rather than T.
The 21 ♦ 1 equally spaced energy levels are designated by the qianttsa 
numbers a where m takes values • I, * I t 1, .••••*♦ X. For a 
Boltsaann distribution the enoess population in a lower level over that
In the next highest Is where Is the energy level separation.
That 1st
2(12)N • N -1 "
wher. »b i. the population of the lerl «
2.5. Validity of aaai^nlnri a Spin Teg>erature.
The following question is now raised: if the distribution of spin
population over the different energy levels corresponds to a Boltsoann 
distribution at one Instant• so that a oomrnon spin temperature oan be 
assigned to the assembly of spins, are the processes causing transfer qf 
population between levels of subh a nature that the dsltrlbutlon will
still be Bolt at a later time so that a common spin
oan always ba aasignsd to the assembly ? Thia question whioh is 
important in the theory behind the experiments to be described in this 
thesis* will now be examined in detail.
When the energy level differenoee are all equal then the 
absorption spectrum oonieta of one line. In thia case the spin-spin 
exchange of energy oan take place between spins in any pair of levels 
where one spin has the poosibility of noving to a higher level end the 
other epin has the possibility of simultaneously moving to a lower level. 
For instance a spin in level m ♦ 1 oan exchange energy with a spin in
• * 1
»
is ♦ 1
level a • 1 > both spine moving to level a 
in Vie exeharge. -Also the frequency of 
such transitions is governed by T^ which 
ia solids is moh shorter than T^ in 
general* so that the To process is the 
dominant one as far as level population 
change* are oonoemed.
The probebdJity for an exchange such ae is outlined above is
proportional to the wrnber of spina in the levels concerned.
Probability for (» ♦ 1 —> »* m * 1 —> m> a Nci . ; x • 5 *
2Probability for (» —> a ♦ b s —> » * 1) a
Probability for a net ohange due to thia particular exchange prooeaa
a (K , m N . • N ). If we exnresa the energy populations as ia ♦ 1 m *» 1 m
“ Si^» T * n«* w^ere # I® the total nvniber of opine
present end is the differenoe in papulation of the a level from the 
average population per level then all teems will be snail.
* In the ThesisoC normally signifies “is proportional to”.
Then
<Hm * 1 « N» - 1 * Mb2) " (‘k ♦ 1 ♦ “m - 1 ’
Vnd this Is proportional to the probability for the spin-spin transition 
being investigated. When a Boltamann distribution holds for a set of 
equally spaced levels then
“m ♦ 1 • “m " n« ’ “m - 1 “ nm - 1 ’ “m - 2 “ ' ' ' ’
We see then that when a Boltamann distribution has been established the 
probability for a net change of populations due to the spin-spin exchange 
is aero. Conversely if a Boltamann distribution is not established the 
probability for the spin-spin exchange of population levels is not aero.
A similar analysis of all possible spin-spin exchanges shows that the same 
argument holds. Also the spin-spin exchanges are such as to establish a 
Boltamann distribution. Thus for the case of a single line spectrum 
the spin-spin exchange process which la a very rapid process will always 
ensure that the separate levels have a Boltamann distribution of 
population and thus a single spin temperature Tg will always be apllcable 
to the assembly.
” * fit) MifrTimlh ftrm eiiira
When a nucleus which has an electric quadrupole moment is in a 
crystal lattice where the electric field gradient at the nucleus is not 
aero then in a magnetic field the nuolear Zeemaan energy levels are 
perturbed from their equally spaced values by the interaction of the 
nuolear quadrupole moment with the electric field gradient. (The 
interaction is assumed to be small. hen it is large the change of 
energy levels is too great to be treated by perturbation theory).
- • ■. - _.-.X,_
-io—
The amount of perturbation of the energy levels changes with the relative 
orientation of the principal axis of the field gradient tensor and the 
applied magnetic field Hq. For our experhnents we are Interested In the 
oase where the perturbation la just large enough to cause the transitions 
between the different energy levels to give rise to separate spectral 
lines. This Is the oase where the energy levels are nearly enough 
equally spaced to be related to each other by the same Boltemann factor 
when thermal equilibrium with the lattice Is reached. At the same time 
the Unas are just separated so that the Tg process, whiah Is a resonant 
process > cannot act. In this oase does the population of the energy 
levels still maintain a Boltemann distribution ?
To find the answer we have to examine the equations governing the 
populations of the different levels taking Into account only the spin- 
lattice relaxation transitions. Here we have to distinguish two oases.
If the spin-lattice relaxation process la through * magnetic Interaction 
then only transitions where a changes by 1 1 are allowed. The selection 
rule Is A a • 1 1 •
If on the other hand the relaxation process la through the eleotrlo 
quadrupole moment of the nucleus Interacting with the time dependent 
eleotrlo field gradient the selection rule is A a • t 1, X 2.
(a) Magnetic Relaxation Process A m « 2 1 •
To prove that If a common spin temperature oan be assigned at one 
Instant during relaxation > then a caramon spin temperature oan be assigned 
at all later times.
Let the nuclei have spin I and be suddenly subjected to a 
homogeneous magnetic field HQ which splits the energy terns into
---------- —
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21 + 1 not quite equally apaoed levels designated by their magnetic 
quantum numbers a. Let the transition probabilities between adjacent
levels due to the magnetic relaxation process be If . etc. Thenm —t n* — i
the change of population of each level with time is given by:
K . « -K TW T T A 4 ♦ K T a. 4 W T 4 _^ T-I -I -I —> -1*1 -1*1 -1*1 —> -I
» „ . • -N „ .(<•.. . » ♦ W-I ♦ 1 -I ♦ V -I * 1-» -I -I ♦ i-»-I ♦ 2) ♦ MmIWi-I—>-I ♦ 1
♦ N-I ♦ 2 -1 ♦ 2->-I ♦ 1
Z(/3)
H-I ♦ 2 “ *'N-I ♦ 2'V-I ♦ 2-»-I ♦ 1 * W-I ♦ 2-»-X ♦ J) ♦ M T .W T .
' -I ♦ 1 -I ♦ 1
-I ♦ 2 * K-I ♦ 3 ’k ♦ 3 -> -I ♦ 2
M_ • -NT WT T « ♦ NT 4 «T 4_^TI I I —> I * 1 1-1 1*1—> I
If the lattice temperature is T ths probability for transitions 
downwards by interaction with the lattice exceeds that for transitions 
upwards by interaction with the lattice by the Boltamann factor exp
*Q » (1 ♦ & ) where » he and is the unperturbed frequency of
iff
the absorption line.
Then f-X_-l>, • *-!♦ 1-^-1 <1 ♦ *>
w-X + 1t>-X>2 " l-I ♦ 1 {1 *
w,’♦I - 1 -> I ■ WX -> I • 1 (1 ♦ A )
Now initially the populations of all levels is equal to g/L '* 
end the spin temperature T« • oo • If a ooaaaon spin temperature can be 
ascribed later then the differences in population of adjacent levels» which
___ 7 ■■_ll_-_, ■ - - k_._i
— —
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are to a first order equally spaced• must ba equal. (The perturbation of 
the levels in our experiments gives a line splitting of the order of a 
few Ko/s i& 10 Mo/s).
Then we must have
N T « * N ▼ •I ♦ I -I -I ♦ 2 " M-X ♦ 1 ............. • NI «. 1
2(15)
for equations 2(14) in 2(13) and putting in the initial 
condition that ~ we find that the general fora of equation
2(15) i»
-> a a ♦ 2 —> m ♦ 1 m->a*-1')■ ...
2(16)
where n mAo ■ ax Vi
I,ow the transition probabilities for magnetically induced 
transitions are given by
W«^.-1 • ’ (I ♦-)(!-«♦ D 2(17)
\ 2« 4o \ a ♦ 1 • w • W
where W is a constant.
Then equation 2(16) reduces to
...... « f 2 (X ♦ a ♦ 1) (I • ir)(aZ• (X + m + 2) (X • a * 1)W* (I ♦ a)
(I • a ♦ 1) xw]n#
«. o 2% n ® •••••*o
’.that la all the equations are identically equal. Therefore a single spin 
is always applioable. Furthermore* the time constant of the
process for each pair of levels is given by
... ...................... ..... ..... ,___________ ______- ______
13-
2»n»« ♦ 1 ’ %
Ti
*. t. a
and the saoaa relaxation time is applicable to each pair of levels.
(b) Quadrupde Relaxation Case A m • £ 1« ♦ 2.
We repeat the analysis of yeotion (a) when transitions involving 
A a ■ ♦ 2 are also allowed.
On suddenly applying field HQ we have
o ♦ W _ - .) ♦ K . . W _ . _esj^ *t* 2 **X - **jl * 1 1
♦ K - «W- « r»I ♦ 2 *»I ♦ 2 • I
N T . = «K T (W _ •I ♦ 1 -I ♦ 1 w *Z ♦ 1 -*-X ♦ 2 * *-I ♦ 1 -> -I ♦ 3 *-I ♦ 1 —► -1^
♦ n T w - . ♦ K - - w _ _ _*1 *1 1 *1 ♦ 2 ~I ♦ 2 -> ~I ♦ 1
eto.
^"•1 ♦ 3 *?,»I + 3 Jjr «»X ♦ 1
arise from thersaal processes we have: 
w-x -* -i ♦ 1 ■ ’-I ♦ W -I <1 ♦ A)
■ *,J ♦ 2 •! * 2 )•I -> -»I ♦ 2
W.We use the initial condition that all ■ n0 /A
2(16)
2(17)
and get the general equation
Rm - R 4 m m * 1 M»>1 -M. ♦ 2 * ♦ 1
which is true only if a oocraon spin 
of this general equation ie given by
is applicable. The farm
—(\ a ♦ 1**♦1 * *a ♦ 2R am a ♦ 1 • 1 a ♦ 2 a ♦ 1
• «*L * -4 *^L ~ 4 * - *» *2^a ♦ p -> a ♦ 1 a -> a « 1 a ->a * 2 a ♦ 2 ->a
2(16)
he transition probabilities are given 6/ Found 195Q<
a-*a - 2
1 - if 3# j (3a * 1)2 (I • a ♦ 1) (Z 4* a) ^yg-«
- if 72J (I ♦ a) (I ♦ a • 1) (X • a ♦ 1) 
(I •!♦ !
2
w»
where sQ la the eleotrlo qsuadrupole ament of the nucleus endVB g^it 12
ere the ouaxsaoats of the eleotrlo flela gradient tensor responsible for 
the Z\ a » 11,12 transitions. For the purposes of our analysis ee 
assume that
VS,■« v 22 
Btalmtli^ the « Urns la 2(l8) we find that
"vF
* ®« ♦ 1 * ”• " “o (6l ♦ 8X - 6)
2(1?)
This Is Independent of a so that we can say that a spin 
be assigned to the spin population at all times during the recovery. Also 
the relaxation time Is she seme for the spins responsible for esoh 
line in the ntsrxwsplit spectrum end le given by
oan
• »a . 1 ■ -2a - % (8X2 ♦81-6) (f ^J^L--J.)2 «^r2
2(20)
- - -=- ■ - '.  - -.u—.•-■*■■■•.--■
Va —> a •
 . - -----------------------------------------------------
When In later analysis we require a relation between i- and W, a ootnaon 
*1
faotor of the transition probabilities ,we always ahoee W •
a ZL
analogy with the magnetic relaxation oaae< 
Then W la given by
9 - i (CI2 ♦ 81 - 6) (|-
by
2(21)
We can take it then that under the conditions of narrow splitting 
the relaxation time measured with reference to any line of the 
narraw~split apeotran should be the same*
—16-
3. Spin-Lattice Relaxation In Ionic Cryatelg
3.1. Wmnatlo dipole ralexatlon
Spin-lattice relaxation times In liquids, gases, and solids 
with thermal motions other than simple lattice vibrations are explained 
on the basis of the relaxation theory of Bloembergen, Puroell and 
Pound 1%8. The magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the nuclei 
in combination with the thermal variation of the space coordinates of 
the nuclei provides a thermal contact between the spins and the other 
degrees of freedom which leads to theoretical spin-lattice relaxation 
times in agreement with experiment.
When we apply this theory to ionic insulating crystals whioh 
do not contain rotating or oscillating groups of atoms the predicted 
spin-lattice relaxation times are much longer than those found 
experimentally. The interaction of the magnetic dipoles in suoh a 
lattice due to the thermal vibrations in the lattice le ds to spin- 
lattice relaxation times T^ of the order of 10^ seconds at room 
temperature. This is the prediction from the theory of Waller 1932 
for paramagnetic relaxation* adapted to the nuclear problem. As the 
values of T^ found for suoh crystals are of the order of 1 second the 
discrepancy la too large to hope for agreement by modiflaationa of the 
Waller theory. Instead two theories depending on different spin - 
lattice relaxation mechanisms have been proposed. The first of these* 
due principally to Bloemborgen 19L&» applies to all nuclei of spin j ~ £
while the second* due to Fount 1950 and Van Xranendonk 1954 applies to 
the nuclei of I >
“17-
The theory of Bloeiabergen explains the short relaxation times
by considering the action of paramagnetic impurities present in
minute amounts in the purest ionic cxystals. As electron spin
magnetic augments are ~ 10* times as large as nuolear magnetic
moments Mathey have a coupling M /y$ with neighbouring nuolear
moments 10^ times as large as the direct dipole-dipole coupling between
nuclei. Thus on Waller's theory they would provide a T^ smaller by
a factor proportional to the square of the reaction energy* that is 
610 * for those nuclei in the field of the paramagnetic impurity. 
Bloembergen has shown however that the paramagnetic 1 purities are even 
more effective than is shown by this estimate * for as well as their 
enhanced direct coupling with neighbouring nuclear spina, the
fluctuating field provided by their magnetic moments moving through 
apln-arbit coupling with the lattice, gives a thermal link mors 
effective than the nuclear dipole fluctuating field by an extra factor 
of 1<A Thus for nuclear spins near a paramagnetic inipurity a T^ less 
than one second is predicted at roaa temperature. Thia only applies 
to a small proportion of the nuolear spins present * as the paramagnetic 
impurity may well be in concentrations of a few parts per million. In 
this case the major proportion of the nuclei are many lattice spacings 
removed from an Impurity and their interaction with it la weak enough 
to give T^ 10 sec.
Bloembergen overcomes this difficulty by showing that the process 
of nuclear spin-spin collisions In which there Is a mutual exchange of 
energy causes the excess energy of an excited spin to diffuse In a
•18*
random walk from spin to spin* As the time for a random step la
relate to the lifetime of a «ia etate <!* etoioh ia of the orter of
210 sees, and it takes on average n steps to remove the energy to the 
neighbourhood of a paramagnetic impurity n lattice spacings away, it Is 
shown that the spin energy is carried distances of -v 20 lattice 
spacings in times 10*^ sees. This time rapidly rises for greater 
distances (10 eeo. for 1 cm), but gives the correct times for the 
Impurity concentrations found in the crystals used* Once the excess 
spin energy is transferred to the paramagnetic spin it is very rapidly 
lost to the ether degrees of freedom of the lattice due to the strong 
paramagnetic relaxation*
3.2.
Pound has proposed a spin-lattice relaxation raeohaniam for 
nuclei with I > £ which makes use of the electric quadrupole moment 
possessed by such nuclei. Because in its vibrations In the lattice a 
nucleus varies its distance to a nearby charge in the same way as it 
varies its distance to a nearby dipole moment* the ratio of the 
resultant relaxation times will be as the square of the reaction 
energies.
T1Q (■sms,)' ■
where Q is the quadrupole moment, is the value of predicted 
using the quadrupole relaxation process, and T1« is the value of Tj 
predicted using the nuclear dipole-dipole process. Values of
—•1?*
for some nuclei are given in table J.1.
Nucleus
u7 4 x 101*
b" 3 x 105
Al27 5 x 104
Na2^ 10*
Table 3.1.
It ie seen that the electron cuadrupole interaction le much stronger 
than the nuclear dipole-dipole interaction and la comparable to the 
direct nuclear dipole-poranngnetic dipole interaction in Bloembergen* a 
theory. Thus to give T^ of the same order as Bloemborgen ’ a theory, 
a fluctuating electric field ie required which beers the aaae relation 
to the fluctuating field of one electron charge at a lattice point ae 
the fluctuating magnetic field of the paramagnetic ion does to the 
fluctuating field of the nuclear dipole at a lattloe point. Thus in 
a model which treats the electric field in the lattloe as being due to 
point chargee at the lattice points, these charges have to be of the 
order of 103 electron charges to predict values due to quadrupole 
relaxation in agreement with experiment.
KTanendonk 19% in a detailed analysis shows that this ie indeed 
the case and he looks for the actual mechanism which gives a coupling 
equivalent to 10^ electrons on the point charge model in two effects. 
Firstly the nuclear quadrupole moment of the nucleus polarises the 
surrounding charge cloud in such a way as to induce quddrupole and 
higher momenta > and these also react with the crystalline field to give
____________ ________ ______________ ___
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2an affective quadrupole moment which may he as much as 10 times 
larger than the nuclear quadrupole woment. Thia is the antishielding
effect. Secondly the crystalline field at the nucleus is not simply 
the field due to the charges an neighbouring lattioe pointe. The 
surrounding ion is polarised by thia field to give a shielding effect 
at the nucleus. This reduces the local field, an effect opposite to 
that for which we seek. The enhancement of the local fluctuating 
field, Kranendenk proposes, is caused by the covalent effect. If the 
lattice is deformed by the lattice vibrations some p- or dr like 
orbitals are mixed with the original a-like wave functions of the ions, 
and the electrons in these non spherically syra istric orbitals produce 
an electric field gradient at the nucleus which can react with the 
nuclear quadrupole moment. The resultant quadrupole spin-lattice 
coaling can be much larger than that arising frau the direct field 
alone, and the dependence of the interaction energy on the lattioe 
vibrations will be much stronger then for the direct interaction. It 
can be eeen that in this rather arbitrary model of what constitutes the 
quadrupole spin lattice interaction we can easily find the last 
factor of ten required to bring the interaction to the strength of the 
bloembergen interaction, or indeed a factor large enough to completely 
dominate the Bloembergen relaxation mechanism if experimentally thia
is found to be the case.
Found has in fact shown conclusively that the quadrupole 
relaxation mechanism does dominate the relaxation process in a pure
crystal of sodium nitrate. The bonding in sodium nitrate le
•21*
expected to be purely Ionic an t If In fact there la no covalent 
bonding the result* In vir?/ of the Kranendonk theory* la surprising.
On the other hand alternative theories of the origin of the 
large fluctuating electric field neoessaxy to give the coupling to the 
nuclear quadrupole moment are difficult to uphold. For instance 
suppose that the neoessary fluctuating electric field was supplied by
crystal Imperfections which give a good thermal contact with the lattice
►
aa far as neighbouring spins are concerned, and relax the spins as a 
whole through the spin diffusion process. Unfortunately It Is not 
easy to see how dislocations can pxwide such a field and anyway the 
experimental results support a relaxation which is directly through the 
quadrupole process and not through the intermediary of spin diffusion. 
Neither can it be held that the quacjrupole-quadrupole Interaction 
provides a spin-spin Interaction which can shorten, the spin diffusion 
time and so make what paramagnetic impurities there are present more 
effective, for the quadrupole-quadrupole Interaction e2Q2/r$, 
multiplied by an antiahleldlng factor, Is of the order of 10 tiroes the 
dipole-dlpole coupling. It Is possible however that the distortion of 
the oharge oloud of the ion due to the polarization effect of the 
nuclear quadrupole moment In purely ionic crystals, gives rise to 
fluctuating fields at the Ion centre of magnitude comparable to the 
fields expected from a degree of covalent binding.
In any case it seems likely that the relative strengths of the 
magnetic and eleotrlo processes will vary widely from crystal to crystal 
and It Is desirable to have some experimental evidence of the nature of 
the relaxation mechanise In different Ionic crystals.
22-
(neglecting magnetic interaction)
For nuclei with I > i arranged in a crys tal lattice we have / 
two terms in the Hamiltonian. One represents the Zeeman energy of the 
nuclear magnetic moment in the external magnetic field H and would 
give rise to a set of 21 ♦ 1 uniformly spaced energy levels. The 
second term represents the energy of the quadrupole electric moment of 
the nucleus in the electric field gradient at the nucleus and depends on 
the angular relation between the electric internal field and the 
applied magnetic field. For an Isolated nucleus of spin greater than 
> the energy levels are given by (Found 1950)
where m takes values from + I to - I and V is the electrostatic
potential at the nucleus due to all charges outside it, account being
taken of the fact that quadrupole and higher moments are induced in the
surrounding charge cloud by the quadrupole moment of the nucleus. We
have the possibility then of nuclei of suitable quadrupole moment in
sufficiently high external electric field gradients giving rise to a
nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum where the spectral lines
corresponding to different transitions are not superposed. The second
term of equation 4(1) leads in general to a different energy gap
between B —> B « and « __> K - eo a spectrum of 21 lines iam ' ra • i m • 1 m * Z
*2>
predicted. When w© have suitable conditions namely nuclei In 
identical positions In a crystal lattioe of lower than cubic qymetry 
(so that —w et 0) we find suoh spectra (pound 1548, Fetch 1951 etc.). 
Where the second term of equation 4(1) la small enough to be treated as 
a perturbation of the energy level due to the first term only* then the 
theory of the frequency shifts of the spectral lines with angle la well 
founded* (Volfeoff 1953) end experimental results for some crystals are 
available (e.g. Hades 1955)*
2»-2- O»VKrtlap of Quadrupol.
Pound (1950) showed that when one line of the spectrum of 21 
lines of the nuclear magnetic resonance in such a crystal is saturated 
with a strong radiofrequency power applied to a coil wound round the 
crys tal * the populations of the energy levels giving rise to the other 
lines of the spectrum are affected when the relaxation mechanism ie 
quadrupolar but not affected when the dominant relaxation mechanism is
magnetic. The difference in behaviour stems from transitions for which
.r. •»
the magnetic quantum number m changes by 2* which are allowed for 
quadrupolar Interactions but not for magnetic interactions. The 
energy level populations are thus much Kcre inter-related in the 
quadrupole case and Pound was able to show suoh interdependence by 
examining the strengths of the other lines of the spectrum i^asured at 
low power in a second coll wound orthogonally on the crystal. Aa the 
strength of these lines did depend markedly on the power applied to the 
fli st line he concluded that, in the crystal of sodium nitrate he was 
examinir4g * nuclear magnetic relaxation was due to a quadrupole process.
-Vr
Pound* a two coil i-ethod is not always convenient as it entails 
a duplication of radiafrequenqy pow^r sources to feed the two coils* 
and sons difficulty in design of sample head to allow for the winding 
of two orthogonal ooils maintaining the high filling factor and high 
* Q* required because of the Inherently weak signals from most of the 
crystals of interest. We were able to show that the same distinction 
could be drawn from a study of the saturation behaviour of the lines 
using one radlofrequoncy and one ooil wound round the sample crystal. 
The distinction between the mechanisms is brought out particularly well 
when the crystal is so oriented that two lines are s^crposed
u.3. flf ,s£^„P,^H£w,gy
Conditions
The strength of the absorption signal for any absorption line
Pm
is proportional to the product of the transition probability/for the 
transition in question* times the population difference in the two 
energy levels involved.
To see how the line intensities will vary with varying applied power 
we now give an analysis of the behaviour of the population differences 
between the energy states of the nucleus under the action of the 
applied R.P. field.
Xt is possible in the case of single crystal specimens to 
arrange that the line splitting be eaall by suitably orienting the 
crystal in the magnetic field. We are then able to use the
-25-
ition of nar ow splitting in our analysis* aa ©von in oases 
where the maximum energy splitting Is an appreciable fraction of the 
total energy of the line we are able to study the lines at an 
orientation where the splitting is small.
The equation governing the change of population of the sublevel
a las
dKa «
at
M « -N (W ♦ W . ♦ W „ ♦ W oa or «->» ♦ 1 rn-^a * 1 a-na ♦ 2 a-»m • 2
* ®m->a *1 * Pni ♦ 1 -* v) * * 1 ^Wa • 1 a * ^a->m * 1) T "m ♦ 1
( ♦ 1 -> a * ♦ 1 -> ») * * 2 * m * 2 -> a * f m ♦ 2 *a ♦ 2 -> a
4(1)
m * 1
a
a ♦ 1
ia ♦ 2
The W terms are the probabilities of 
transitions per unit tins brought about 
by the relaxation process. The p teems 
are the probabilities of transitions 
brought about by the radiofrequenoy field.
Lines Resolved.
If the relaxation is magnetic in origin we can 
neglect quadrupole relaxation transitions. All terms wm ro t g 
can then be omitted from equation 4(l)» The upward transition
probabilities W 4 are proportional to (X + a) (I* in ♦ 1) so we
can write
(X ♦ a) (X • a ♦ 1)a -e a « 1
’•-i-.r-a’ < (x ♦ »-i) (i - « ♦ a)
W_ _ 4 _ ■ W (I ♦ m ♦ 1) (I - »)
U2)
♦ H
♦ 1 -> a
_______________________ ___
---------------- ---------------—
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where the spin-lattice relaxation time of the system T1 • fe- 
order that the relaxation transitions should produce a Soltsma&n
distribution in the steady state the downward transitions must be 
related to the upward transitions by the Boltzmann factor
1 -> a “ W» -> » • 1 e
*72
Ik? W , (1 ♦ A )IB * 1 ' *m -
swhere hwo■ 1.
In order that we may relate all the transition probabilities by the 
same ZS we treat the case of narrow splitting for which the frequencies
of the lines are sufficiently near each other to make the Zl terms 
appropriate to the different energy gaps all equal
*m«2->m-1 " *m-1->m-2 ♦ A> *<J)
The p terms of equation 4(1) are fetoh that p_ ~ • P a -
for by the theory of the Einstein coefficients the probability of
transition upwards by absorption is equal to the probability of
stimulated
transition downwards by/emission. The p terns are given by 
(Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound 1948)
X ■ fr
1 •
. (X ♦ »)(l - » ♦ 1) fjr «(fc)
where Y is the nuclear gyronagnetio ratio, is the amplitude of the 
radiofTequency magnetic field, and g(v) is the normalised line-shape
______________________________________________________________________
Function. * [S,2g(v)] At the centre of each line
g(») a 2T2 end P »
When the nuclear spin ^/staa is in a steady state H* * 0 and 
substituting the values frew* equations^2)» 4(3)» 4(4) in 4(1) we hare 
K* • « W [ * j^2(X2 • xa2 ♦ X) ♦ (2 ♦ n ♦ 1) (I • a) Zl ♦ (X • n ♦ 1)
(I ♦ m) Pm + (I ♦ a ♦ 1) (I - m) PB + 1 * Ka . 1 (X ♦ a) (I - a ♦ 1)
(1*A*Pb) ♦Na+1 (X D (1 ♦>„,«.,)< I-*)} 45)
When ai • * X we hare frcwi 4(5)s
21(1 * P-I ♦ P
<*)
♦ 1
• N .in the lower level » * 1
of a Boltsnann distribution
When a « * I ♦ 1 we haves
O - M.J 21(1 ♦ d ♦ PwI +1) - + i [2(31 - 1) ♦ 2 (21 - 1)6
* 2JP-I ♦ 1 *2 <21 ’ 1) P-I ♦ 2] *K-I ♦ 2 (2)(2i ’ «*’ * P-I ♦ 2> 
(»)
Adding (a) « (b)
0 “ " ”-I + 1 [W • 2 * 2 (21 * 1)Zi ♦ 2 (ZI ' 1) P-I ♦ 2]
+ W.X>2 2(2I-1)(1 ♦P.i^) «o)
•• ».x.2-»-i>i - “JV V
1 * P-I ♦ J 1 * -I ♦ 2
0 « • K«i 2x0 ♦ 6 ♦ PwI + p ♦ n_j * 1 
nK - « • R T~I ♦ 1 -I ■r*
•1 ♦ 1 ~i
where n « N A is the excess population R
when n » • I ♦ 2 we haves
*29*
2) P-I ♦ 3]
0 • *-x.i «(«-i)0 ♦4*p„i + 2) - ”.i ♦ 2 [a <5X - 4)
♦ j(ax-t)A ♦ 2 (a - i) p_j + 2* 3(21
♦ H.J + 3 3 (a - 2)0 ♦ P_J «, 3) (d)
Adding (0)4* (d) wo have:
0 - - ».! + 2 [ 2 (M - 3) ♦ 3(21 - 2) A ♦ 3(21 - 2) PwI + J
-I ♦ 3 3 (21 - 2) 0 ♦ P.j * .) (•)
N - M * K - o •I ♦ j ♦ 2 n
TT
(•)
•I ♦ J
* M
and so on. In generals
»_ * 2k~
1 ♦ p.
4(6)a * 1
and if all the lines have the saae shape function g(v) and the 
radiofrequenoy power applied to each is the same we have all the P 
tanas equal ao that putting F_^ • ..•••..« P
n
1 ♦
* Na - 1 4(7)
Thus far magnetic relaxation the population difference between any two 
adjacent energy levels depends only on the transition probability for 
transitions between these levels induced by the applied radiation and ia 
independent of the probability of transitions between next 
neighbouring levels. Also the intensity of one line ia not affected by 
the simultaneous saturation of an adjacent line. The saturation 
factor for each of the lines is (1 ♦ P and the
curve found by plotting relative signal intensity against applied R.F. 
power will be the same for any line irrespective of what power * if any, 
is applied to the other lines.
UJ.b. »'uadrupolar ;i«lwtlon - Linee9»olve4.1_« j
If on the other hand the relaxation prooeaa is predominantly
quadrupalnr in origin we can neglect the magnetic transitions brought 
about by the lattice. In this case we find that the population 
difference between any two levels is changed not only by the application 
of power to the line appropriate to those levels, but also by applying
power to the other lines. The saturation functions differ from line to 
line and the equations are very involved for the general case. The 
wperhaant. which have been don. have Involved only nuclei with I . | 
and X » g* sund only the cases I o 1, I « j, and X « are treated for
quadrupole relaxation.
the set of four equations corresponding 
to equation 4(i) substitutii^ for the 
p terms these given by equation 4(4)
p-p-i - - »-i’
^3)
•»
The transition probabilities for the quadripole relaxation are given
by frfra square* of the .matrix elements of the electric ole tender
given lay Found 1950 equation (16)
W 4 ex (2to • 1)2 (X • m ♦ 1) (X ♦ »)
m->a • 1 4(9)
<x (X ♦ ») (I ♦ m - 1) (X • “ ♦ <x • ® ♦ 2)
B "7S • I
leading for I » to
W,  ' -»’-l
W « • W- • w -p-i i’-i
■ 0 mo)
* « ■ * » 
*■*2 4*"i
4^®
W (1 ♦ A)
W (1 ♦ 2 A )
These values are also substituted in equation 4(1) to give the equations 
for the steady state
*q-°
I M'-i "
. (2 ♦ jA ♦ JP^) ♦ (1 ♦ JP^) ♦
*1
» (1 ♦ A ♦ JF^) «* • (a ♦ 2 A ♦ ♦ «*„>
■* • ■,.. •
1 N| ■ 0 ■ K , (1 ♦ 2 A ) ♦ K^I»PO - (2 ♦ A ♦ tfo ♦ JP^ )
4 M. (JP« ♦ *)
J» . o • «_* (1 ♦ a A) ♦ Ci »A ♦ jpp - Bj (a ♦ Jp,)
me
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We have four equations for four unknown populations but we can get 
any one of the equations by adding the other three. Thus we only have 
three independent equations and can only hope to find explicitly the 
three population differences
N 1 * K - » R .-I Jfc -1
1
- N H-i
’i
2
• NI
We put the equations in terms of > No> and and put all terns
N; A» n <• o
(«)
(b)
(o)
(a)
^12)
0 - (2*3Pm)
0 - -d ♦ 3P.,) ♦ (1 ♦ ^o) «„♦»,- %
0 . - H-1 - (1 ♦ W?o) »# ♦ <1 ♦ SPp ♦ no 
0 - - Mo - (2 ♦ Jpp H, ♦ 3no
We notice that these equations are symmetrical in
(i) Let the radiofrequency power be first applied to the centre line 
only. Then P^ • P^ ■ 0. In thia case obviously from the
eyiametxy of the equations and equation 4(12) a beoones
1 ♦
The saturation factor for the centre line is then (1 ♦ 4P)~1 
(ii) TO find the saturation factor for a satellite line let 
P^ ■ Pg « 0 and the power be applied only to the P^ transition, 
from 4(12) d
Then
_____ ___________________
*1%
ja­
il • •Ko * *o 
1 --------5------
which gives for 4(12) k
- 0 ♦ 3Pm) % ♦
Eliminating NQ with 4(12) s we get
M 4<14)
1 4fP
An exactly analogous calculation gives for the other satellite
4(15)
1 ♦
Th. saturation factor for a satellite line 1. thm <1 ♦
Coopering the saturation factors of the oentre and satellite
lines we see that if the lines have the same shape and the relaxation is
qusdrupolar a given degree of saturation of the oentre line requires 
only of the power required to produce the same percentage saturation 
in the satellite. This distinguishes dearly between the magnetic end 
qusdnpolar relaxation processes, for in the magnetic relaxation case 
equal applied powers produced equal degrees of saturation of centre
line and satellites.
We can see qualitatively where the difference arises by drawing 
in the energy level diagram the relaxation transitions allowed in each 
case when power le applied to the oentre line and satellite in turn.
For the oentre line, in the magnetic case the excess population in the 
♦i level ie maintained by relaxation transitions directly from to
In the qusdrupolar oase an excels spin In the levs! has to find
___
Ma^etio Case
3>
Quadrupolar Cam
5 3 ___________ -
*5...  2• p w w p yyt \f
t >«T------------ 1
3 _ ........._ 1________ 1 r V
'2 ............ a
it. vay *<» the level by naJdag too transition., one involving a
ZSm • J 2 and another involving J b
If we now apply the power to the upper satellite line a » in the 
magnetic case relaxation ia again by a direct ~i transition
analogous to the magnetic relaxation of the centre line. In the 
quadrupolar case the relaxation can take place by a -> «*& transition 
or by a -> *&• -> *i ocwbination of transitions which
is not analogous to the quadrupole relaxation of the centre line
Superposition of agytral.Llne..
4.3.0. afes mm?***- 1 ■ i
So far in our equations we have assumed that the only processes 
which alter energy level populations are transitions induced, by the 
applied power and spin-lattice relaxation transitions. However nhen 
we come to study the ease where two or more lines occur at the sane 
frequency, we have to take into account the fact that where equal energy 
quanta are concerned spin-spin collisions occur in which there is a 
direct interchange of energy between spins. one spin gaining a quanta® 
and the other losing an equal quantum. In terms of energy level 
populations this spin-spin interaction means that we have a process 
whereby a transition upwards between two levels occurs simultaneously
---------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------
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with a downward transition between another two levels equally spaced.
This process Is governed by the time constant of equation X { ) ehieh
is generally much smaller then the time constant T^ In solids. Far the 
case I « 4 the possible transitions of the spin-spin relaxation process 
are as shown in fig. 4.1.
to
to
* 4-
 4-* 
fo
k*
Matrix Element 
<* ft *
x 1 ~...... \K
a O
a /4 Fig. 4.1.
d V5
The probabilities governing ouch 
transitions are proportional to 
the appropriate matrix element
for each transition and the nuaber
of spins in the level. Thus for
7
I
the a process the probability is proportional to
3‘”-*"4 '
"2 2
the second terra being the probability for the reveres process.
Similarly for the 3 process we have the probability proportional
to <12 (M^2 - H . N^)
*2
and for the T prooeaa /|2 (N| - N , Hj.)
If we put
N n ♦ ® c-i
K-i
Ni
§ * *-i 
{ • "4
_________
22
»i I ♦ n
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where K le the total nuaber of spins then all quantities xr are small 
and neglecting second order terras we get for the probabilities
a process
0 process <12 (2n_£ - n , • n^) 4(16)
Y process <12 (2n^ - n, - n_p
The a process adds one to the populations of each of the and 
levels and subtracts one from the J and «4 levels. The 0 process adds 
one to the and levels and subtracts two from the level. The Y 
process adds one to the and levels and subtracts two from the
level.
We now consider the efieot of these transitions in the oase of 
magnetic relaxation. They are only operative when two or more of the 
lines are superposed, in which ease the appropriate terns of U(t6) 
appear in equations The equation U(t) without suoh terms leads
to the solution
for lie oase of magnetic relaxation. Substituting thia solution in the 
extra terms J»(16) introduced by the spin-spin process we see that they are 
all Identically serore.g. when the 0 process is active and the oentre
—-36-
line la superposed with the »Jr satellite terms appear proportional
to (ai^ - * »^)
1 ... * » 3 • » i - Po. ) » 0
1 ♦ P TTT
♦ a• (a
Thus the solution
• Km - 1
a
rv>
4(7)
holds good in the magnetic oase even when lines are superposed and the 
spin-spin relaxation mechanism is taken into account. Thus the
saturation factor for any number of superposed lines ie a linear
*
oodhlnatlon of tonne <1 ♦ P)"1. Then the saturation faotor in the 
uagnetio spin-lattice relaxation oase la the same for all lines and all
ea*1
combinations of eqperposeu lines and equal to (1 ♦ P)
4. J.d. Qwadrupole Fe^y tion - Lines auperpoeed. I - j
Now we consider the quadrupole spin-1st ties relaxation case when 
lines are superposed.
(1) First let us consider an orientation of the crystal at which all the 
lines are superposed. In this oaee all three spin-spin relaxation 
processes would be active. We first solve the equations neglecting the 
spin-spin terms.
Putting P^ • PQ ■ P+1 « P in 4(12) we have from the symmetry of 
the equations that N^ • N^ 
m» 0 - (2 ♦ JP) Mw1 ♦ No - 3n0
0 . - JP Nw1 ♦ (1 ♦ tf) Ho - no
4(17)
whloh loads to
Ho It
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n
1 ♦ P
K18)
In fact when all lines are superposed the quadrupole relaxation case 
la indistinguishable from the magnetic dipole relaxation case and the 
spin-spin terns are identically aero. This case io not ocua only found 
in practice as second order perturbations usually prevent all three 
lines ooaleeoing at any crystal orientation.
(ii) The oaae where the two satellite linea are euperpoeed gives us
P4 • P . • P • Prt » o. We have from the syranetry of equations 4(12)
with these substitutions that and neglecting for the moment the
spin-spin tanas the tequations reduce to:
(2*3P)Hm ♦ «o-»o
-y «., ♦ Ko - % ,
o
o
It N-1
In thia case only the a process would be active which would introduce 
terms proportional to
(a, ♦ a, - a‘i ■ “_j ’•4
■ <*„1 ’ N1)
So the solution 4(19) holds good when the spin-spin relaxation la taken 
into account and the power absorbed when the satellite lines are 
superposed ie proportional tos
___________
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auparpoaad aataUitca which ia a^ain dlatinot ftram the other quadrupole
oases.
(ill) The case where a satellite 11ns is superposed on the centre line
gives is ■ P • P. F . • e. If we start again by finding avi o *»
solution neglecting the spii.-^pin terms, and then sULstltute this 
solution In the spin-spin terms we find that they are not sero. We then 
have to solve the equations Including the spin-spin terms. In thia case 
only the $ process Is active as only the levels appropriate to the Y 
process have equal energy gaps.
The probability for the y process Is proportional to
4
2
)
2
— —
*3>
I"
4
O o 2N 4 ♦ N - Jn •loo
1 a o - ♦ (1 ♦ 43P) Ko ♦ M1 - »o ♦ * (No - up
N..0 - -l»M - (1 ♦ tf) M# ♦ (1 ♦ JP) H, ♦ «s - 2* CMO - Up
1 « e • -»o - (2 ♦ 3P) ♦ 3no ♦ » (I«o - «p
Wo can neglect one of these equations as it is the sum of the others » so 
collecting terms we get
2»M * KO ’ *0
♦ (1 ♦ 4P ♦ •) N# ♦ (1 - *) M1 
(-1 ♦ *) No - (2 ♦ JP ♦ a) ♦ 30°
• n « oo
• o
(*)
(to) 4(20) 
(o)
Substituting for from equation (a) in equations (b) and (o) we have: 
♦ W ♦ a) No ♦ (1 - a) M1 - | no a o
- (1 • a) »Q - (2 ♦ JP ♦ a) M1 ♦ Jan. e
Eliminating WQ we get
and hence N
4* 11a ♦ 24P
4 ♦ 11a ♦ 25P ♦ l4aP ♦ 2^2
_____ fr tJ.lt.tig___ _
4 ♦ 11a ♦ 25P ♦ 14aP ♦ 24P2
The signal for the combined line is proportional to
-AO-
* »1S1 ♦ p.No
« 3R1 ♦ 4BQ
1 ♦ ^4 ♦ P
4(21)
If we combine the centre line and the P^ satellite we get the same 
result. In the oxystale examined the line-width ie of the order of a
10~ 4 eeo end T 1 eeo eo12few kilocycles per second T1 4
that a 10 1. In practice the signal is saturated with
P 10 eo that we can neglect terns other than those containing a in 
4(21). Then we get the signal for the combined line
Thus the saturation factor for the superposed centre line and satellite 
u (1 ♦ $ p)"1
Actually it turns out that the value of a is not critical as far 
as the saturation is concerned. Plotting (table 4.1) from equation 
4(21) the relative signal strength at half saturation is seen to vary 
only two percent when a" varies from 0 to °° . Thus little error results 
from neglect of the spin collision processes since this is given by the 
case a ■ o. In fact how-ver the case a ■ is appropriate to the
experiments*___________________
*These spin-spin oolliaion processes were in fact neglected in our paper on
this work (Andrew and Swanson 1957). We are grateful to Dr. W.O. Proctor 
for giving ua details of an application of these processes to relaxation 
by ultrasonic vibrations which helped us in considering their effect in 
our preblew)
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Relative Signal Strength
p a • 0 a ■ 1 a ■ oo
0.01 0.984 0.987 0.987
0.03 0.956 0.962 0.965
0.1 0.875 0.882 0.886
0.3 0.707 0.716 0.724
1 0.451 0.454 0.440
3 0.206 0.206 0.208
10 0.073 0.075 0.075
30 0.025 0.026 0.026
Table 4.1.
The results of the analysis are given in table 4 2. end plotted in 
fig. 4.1.
__ _________________ _______ __ ____
m a * 1
(1 ♦ fcr* -9
N.M.R. Absorption Line Saturation Faotor
Magnetic Dipole 
Relaxation
Bleotrio quadrupole 
Relaxation
Satellite
Satellite
Centre line
(i*4)
(4^-4)
Superposed satellited («’4-*'^j)
+( 2 -* 4)
Superposed satellite (-4 +“4)
and Centre Line ♦(4 •* -4)
Superposed satellite (| -> 4) 
and Centre line +(i -* ~ff)
Three lines superposed (4 -* -J)
♦(4 - -4) 
♦(< - 4)
(1 ♦ p)
(1 ♦ P)’1 
(1 ♦ P)“1 
(1 ♦ P)"1
(1 ♦ P)*1
(1 ♦ p)’1
(i ♦ p)'
Table 4.2.
d * £r'
d ♦ «*)'
(1 ♦ JP)”
(1 ♦
d ♦ #>r1
d ♦ p)’
4.3.•. 22M«2£Ji^Eiii^a&-
The analysis for I » for the case of vide splitting has aleo
been covered. In thia case we cannot make the approximation that the 
hv hvBoltanann factors A are equal end we have A . ■ -1 » A ■
u “1 W ° kT
A - “*1 “ jgl (o.f) equation 4(3)) where > v^ are the satellite
frequencies.
__________
Ja
Putting & o ®nd *• se® that %.<j ****
vary linearly with the frequency excursion of the satellite lines from 
the centre line. The saturation factors found for the case of wide 
splitting are the same as those tabulated In table 4*2. multiplied In 
some oaaes by or . So the normalised saturation fsctars are
identical with those in table 4.2. and in fact thia table le not 
restricted to the case of narrow splitting.
Thia does not mean that the saturation behaviour of a line does 
not In general change with splitting when that splitting ie Induced by 
change of orientation in the field. It Is well established 
experimentally by Watkins and recently by B.R. Williams at Bangor that 
’l (i.a. W) do., change With station In .on. crystal., and P a J. 
However If the transition probability W remains constant with angle In 
the cxyatal then the saturation fraction does not change with change of 
splitting. If W does change with angle It la of course necessary to 
measure all saturation faotara to be compared on the scheme of table 4.2 
at the same orientation of the crystal In the field* when the saturation 
fractions of table 4-2. should apply no ruatter how large the splitting 
shoulo be at the angle chosen.
*«>•#• Quadrupole K.lagatlon. X ■ j
For the case I » | we write down the set of six equations 
corresponding to equation 4(1) and substituting for the p terms those
given by 4(4) and for the W terms from 4(9) we reduce those to a set
/
corresponding to equation 4(12):
-- - --------------—
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<15 ♦ 20 Pw2) ♦ 5Mm - 20 ao - 0
-(10 ♦ 20 P_2) M_2 ♦ (13 ♦ 32 P.,) WM ♦ 3Nq - 12 »Q
• 5 K.2-O* 32 P^)Mm ♦ <9 ♦ 36 Po) % ♦ 9H, - . 0
- 9WO - (13 ♦ 32 P, ) M1 ♦ (10 ♦ 20 P2) K2 ♦ 12no - 0
- 5R+1 - (15 ♦ 20 P2) N2 ♦ 20no
(1)
(2)
(4)
(5)
4(22)
4
-I
2
The sixth equation Is a linear
combination of the others* so that we have
-i =■
p. a set of five simultaneous equations for five • • • .unknowns. The analysis is tedious especially
for imsymmetrioal oases as for example wheni
4*2
I p'4 E
power Is applied to one satellite only* 
The equations have been solved and the 
saturation factors found far all oases 
where the Tg process Is not operative.
The saturation factors are given In table 4*4* In the ease In which 
satellites are superposed the T^ process Is active but ineffective due 
to the symmetry of the population distribution.
_________________________ ________
i
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N.M.R. Absorption Lino m -> m - 1 Saturation Faotor
Magnetic Dipole Bleotrio Quadrupole
Relaxation Relaxation
Outer Satellite <1 ♦ p)’1 (1
Outer Satellite <w (1 ♦ p)"1 (1
Inner Satellite (1 ♦ p)’1 (1
Inner Satellite (1-i) (1 ♦ p)*1 (1 • Igip)-’
Centre Line (1 ♦ »>•* (1 11 r'
Outer Satellites Superposed (1 ♦ p)*1 (1 ♦ iSp)-1
►(f ■* e
Inner Satellites Superposed (1 ♦ p)’1 (1 ♦ ASp)"111 1
♦4 -> i)
All lines superposed (1 ♦ p)"1 (1 ♦ pf1
Table 4.4
4«3«g* 1 ■ 1
The relatively easy oaae of I « 1 la given here for oompleteneae 
although no experiments were done on nuclei with I • 1. There are no 
suitable nuclei with I • 2 so this oase is omitted. Cases with 
I > % get progressively more tedious to solve, although it is 
relatively eauy to write down the matrix corresponding to the eet of 
equations equivalent to equation 4(12) for each oaee and n>oh matrices
------------------------------------
-2+6-
oan then be diagonalized by electronic computer.
For X « 1 the eet of equations corresponding to equation 4(12) le
(•♦iorM)». ♦ fc»< • 10^ « o
♦ fc lt_£ ♦ (6 ♦ 1CS>1) j»,. - iono •
-1 -T
P-,
M -X
P,
The resulting saturation curves ere given in table 4.5
N«M«R. Absorption line a -> a • 1 Saturation Factor
Magnetic ripole 
Relaxation
Electric Quadru ole 
Relaxation
Upper line (O-M) (1 ♦ P)M (1 ♦ 5P)"1
Lower line (♦i ->o) (i ♦ p)“* (1 ♦ 5P)"1
Superposed lines (o -*«i) d ♦ rf1 0 ♦ P)*1
♦(♦1 -» o)
Table 4*5
It le seen that ia thia case the upper and lower line a have 
equal saturation factors ia both Magnetic and quadruple oases, sad the 
superposition of the lir.es would be necessary to xake a distinction.
Figure /+.. 1.
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and
Fig. 4-1. For I ■ ^/quadrupole relaxation curve A la for the centre 
line* B In for superposed satellites* C la for a satellite line* D la 
for a satellite superposed on a centre line* and £ la far the oaae of the 
three lines superposed.
For I • 1 curve B la for the single lines and curve £ la for the 
two lines superposed.
For I ■ | curve F la for the centre line* The curve for the 
Inner satellites euperposea la very near curve F and la not plotted.
Curve G Is for an Inner satellite; H.ls an outer satellite. The curve 
for outer satellites superposed la very near H and la not plotted.
Curve X la for the case of all lines superposed.
4.,.h. The Sxpertmantal Procedure.
(see also Appendix II)
From the plot of these saturation curves In fig. 4*1 ./it la seen 
that In the quadrupole oaae the curves are <y,ite widely separated for 
different lines and oaafcinatione of lines. In the magnetic dipole oase 
all the saturation curves are of course Identical. The experimental 
procedure la then to find the absorption spectrum for identical nuclei 
at equivalent sites In a particular crystal. The various lines are 
Identified by observing their splitting with different crystal 
orientations. The lines are then progressively saturated by increasing 
the applied R.F. power* and by comparing the plotted saturation curves 
with those of fig. 4.1 the relaxation uieohanlam predominating can be
deduced •
Because of the wide range of applied R.F. power needed to saturate 
different nuclei In different czy stale a bridge method of observing the
____________________
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nuolear magnetic resonance was judged moat suitable for the experiments. 
Because of the inherently low signal to noise ratio of the absorption
signal, phase sensitive amplification was neoessary to give a bandwidth 
narrow enough to make the signal observable above the noise. In the 
phase sensitive amplifier to be described In section 5 the output is 
proportional to the first differential of the absorption spectrum and so 
the derivative maximum of the absorption ie the peak signal recorded. 
Under the conditions of these experiments this maximum recorded signal 
behaves with saturation in the same way as the absorption signal for
which the previous analysis has been mads. The absorption signal is 
proportional to X11 the loss component of the susoeptibility.
- 2 *o vo <»>
Meter reading 0 a <*X11 a </ (fc g (»)) Z • ? » z H()
Z t "3v /s
If the angular frequency of modulation Wfl. is high enough so that 
WnT1 (oase 2, Bloembcrgen* Purcell and Pound 1948) then the
saturation doe® not have time to vary during a modulation qyole and can
be averaged, at the centre of the cycle.
most of _
Case 2 applies to/our experiments as 100
T$«en Meter Reading 0 a Z (e^) 4 u «(*).
<3t V
g (v) is a function describing the way the energy levels are broadened
and does not change with saturation. Only the relative populations of 
the levels changes with saturation. Thus if ws fix a value of
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frequency at which to take the ureter readings the terra jjj g (v)* * * 
la a constant and the meter readings 0^ a 2 (v^ K^). In thia case 
the ran tar reading* are proportional to the absorption sl^pal and woulc 
hare the saturation factor of the theory • The experimental procedure
for this condition la to find the frequency cwrr^apondin^ to Midas 
meter defleotian for the unsaturated case. Then keeping this frequency 
constant the Input power ia increased and the output meter reading taken 
at various power levels to give the saturation curve.
Another way of proceeding Is to sweep through the line at 
different power levels recording the msxiuuBi meter deflection at each 
level. This noxious aster deflection does not occur at the earns 
frequency (or field If the frequency le held constant and the field Is 
wept ) for different degrees &' saturation, for
[« W & • <*>J MB
a condition which Is found toy equating dQ to sera. At higher
saturation the line Is toroadaned and 0*^ occurs at a frequency further 
from v • The saturation curve plotting 0 ~ against input HL is not 
than identical with that found plotting awxbaum atosorptlon against 
A detailed analysis of this difference* assuming the unsaturated line* 
®r«»pe g ( v) to toe either Gaussian or Lorentslm , has been done toy 
frafeauor &.R. Andrew. He finds that the departure of the 
saturation curve frost the atosorptlon saturation curve at half saturation is 
(in terms of the ordinate) G.J dto. for the Gaussian shape and 0.7 dto. 
for the Lorentslar*. However these differences are constant when the
*50**
saturation factor is that for centre or satellite lines* or for
cautoinations of lines. Thus the relative changes of for half
saturation are the sane when either the » or the true absorption
saturation curves are plotted. The © curves are merely displaced XZMUK
along the ordinate by a smell factor which depends on the actual 
unsaturated line shape * but their relative displaoeraont le of second 
order. ,
Both the above procedures were used in the experiments to be 
described* but complete sets of saturation curves for comparison were 
always taken using the same procedure throughout.
_____ _____________________
Si___&M£ES££&S-
5*1 • tf .tftt
In Chapter 2 It was ahoim that when buolei of fjplnl> 0 are plaoed 
in a magnetic field resonant absorption of energy from a radiofrequency 
field takes place near apeoifio frequencies* If the absorption of 
energy la strong enough one can detect it by measuring the fall in the 
voltage across the r.f* coil sullying the power to the sample. At 
resonance there is extra lose in the r.f. ooil due to the absorption of 
energy by the spin system 9 so that the effective quality faotor Q of the 
ooil is reduced, end under constant current conditions there is a lose of 
voltage across the coil.
For nuclei in a solid state lattice the relaxation time is too long 
and the lines are too broad for the absorption to be strong enough to be 
detected in this way* The change in r.f. level due to resonant 
absorption in a solid is very email and comparable to, or less than, the 
random nolee fluctuations in level which exist on the output of the 
radioftequenoy generator, and are added to be any amplifier through which 
the signal ie passed. The problem then is to design practical apparatus 
which will detect this loss of power to the spin system even when it ie 
masked completely by random noise*
The eolation, first found by Purcell, Torrey and Pound 1 ^46, lies
in applying a.o. methods to the detection of the absorption* The noise
power ie scattered, more or less evenly, over a wide range of frequencies 
r *
although the flicker effect enhances the low audio frequency noise power* 
Any system of detection which responds to a wide bend of frequencies
______________ . _______________________ -__ . - -
Figure 5.1 .
Block Diagram of Apparatus. The signal waveform is 
also shown at different stages.
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respands to all the noise signals and so will newer pick out the
absorption signal by amplification. Instead it is arranged that the 
absorption signal should appear cyclically on the radiofrequenpy carrier 
with a periodicity corresponding to a selected fixed frequency and that it 
should then be ao^lified by an amplifier which responds to this frequency 
but has a bandwidth of a small fraction of one ayele/aeo. A block 
diagram of the apparatus uesd is given in fig. 5-1 • along with a 
diagramatio representation of the signal waveform at different stages.
Such an amplifier cannot pass vmdistorted a signal as ooraplicated 
as a oompletc absorption curve* the fourler spectrum of which contains a 
wide range of frequencies. Instead of sweeping through the whole 
absorption line the magnetic field la modulated at a low audio frequenoy, 
with an amplitude small compared to the width of the absorption line.
When the steady Magnetic field is such that N.M.R. absorption is taking 
place at (say) the point of maximum slope of the absorption curve then the 
greater absorption of power at one end of the small modulation excursion of 
the field causes the radiofrequency voltage to drop at that point in time* 
and to rise as the modulation carries the field to a point where the 
absorption is less. The result is that the radiofrequenoy carrier is 
modulated with a near sinusoidal waveform, the periodicity of the sine wave 
being that of the magnet modulation* and the maximum elope of the sine wave 
being proportional to the slope of the absorption curve over the smell 
range covered by the magnet modulation amplitude. As the main magnetic 
field le slowly scanned over the absorption line the maxinan slope of the 
sine wave* and hence the depth of modulation of the r.f. carrier, varies 
with the slope of the absorption curve.
------- - -——--——
- The depth of sinusoidal modulation at its greatest is very small >
It is enhanced by adding to the r.f. carrier another r.f. signal from the 
same generator arranged to be out of phase with the modulated carrier•
The modulation then preserves the same amplitude while the carrier le 
greatly reduced.
The reduced carrier with lta modulation are then amplified by a 
carefully designed low noise r&diofrequency amplifier. After radio** 
frequency amplification the carrier amplitude is monitored and lta value 
shown an a signal strength mater» the • S meter’ .
The carrier ie then passed through a detector stage after which 
the modulation waveform la given audio amplification and presented to the 
look-in amplifier.
The look-in amplifier receives also a looking signal from the same 
source which provides the magnetic field modulation. Thia looking signal 
le thus at the exact frequency of the signal modulation waveform. It ie 
used to chop up the signal waveform so that the positive elope half-cycles 
can be used to apply positive pulses through a resistor to the positive 
side of a condenser* while the negative slope half-cycles are used to 
apply negative pulses through a resistor to the negative side of the 
condenser. To chop the signal waveform at the correct points the look-in 
signal must be correctly phased.
The condenser has a leakage resistor across it so that when steady 
conditions are reached and the leakage ourrent balance a the current 
pulses coming in to the condenser, the D.C. voltage across the condenser ie 
proportional to the siee of the incoming pulses. They in turn are 
proportional to the slope of the signal waveform which la again
proportional to the slope of the absorption curve at the point where the 
magnet sweep rests. The D.C* voltage aero as the condenser is then 
directly proportional to the slope of the absorption curve* By slowly 
scanning the absorption curve a recording meter whioh measures the D*C* 
voltage across the condenser ie ua.de to trace out the differential curve 
corresponding to the absorption curve* This then is the final reoorded 
signal*
The look-in or phase sensitive rc$llfier chops the incoming wave*
farm so that pulses corresponding to the signal xuodulation add at the
condenser* Random pulses due to noise on the incoming waveform will canoel
if averaged over a sufficiently long time* The time over whioh they are
averaged is the time constant R.C. of the condenser C being fed through
resistance R. The effective bandwidth of the look-in amplifier is then
For the present experiments it was generally neoessary to make the 
s
time constant seconds giving a bandwidth of ~ cycle/second. The r*te
of sweeping the absorption line must be long with respect to the time 
constant of the apparatus* * poor signal to noise ratio, ehiah entails
a long time oonatant to make the line visible, aleo entails a alow rate of 
gathering information.
The apparatus will now be described in detail* The refinements in 
power supplies were necessary because of the high degree of stability 
required over long periods* With a recording time constant of 
seoonds it requires over fix teen minutes to sweep through a line without 
distortion and of the order of three hours to do a set of ten runs at 
progressive saturation* During thia time the frequency of the signal 
generator and the gain of the amplifiers must remain stable*
Figure 5.2.
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5.2. Layout of the Apparatus.
A working sot of apparatus was constructed in St. Andrews sad on 
moving to Bangor much of this apparatus was taken along. On reassembly 
rnax^T were made* sad continued to be made over the course of
the experiments, The descriptions which follow refer to the final form 
of the apparatus.
The apparatus is shown in fugure 5*2. Items 1 » 12, 13, 14 end 19 
ere stabilised high tension power supplies. Item 8 and the corresponding 
unit in the bottom of the right hand rack are trickle chargers which 
supply the low tension current to all units except power supplies. Item 
2 is a Marconi Radicfrequency Signal Generator which feeds into item 10 the 
Twin-7 Bridge. The down-tube from the bridge ends between the poles of 
a permanent magnet. The field of the magnet is biased by current from 
the Field Sweep Unit (j) measured by means of a Tinsley Potentiometer (6). 
The .asgnet field is modulated sinusoidally by current Oom the 25 o/s 
Generator (13) measured by meter 17.
The output from the bridge (10) gdes through the Cascade 
Preamplifier (9) to the Eddystone Receiver (4) and the audio output of the 
receiver Is fed to the Lock-in Amplifier (7). The locking signal to the
look-in amplifier comes from the 25 c/a generator (18) through the Phase 
Changing Unit (15). The output of the lock-in amplifier le displayed on 
the Recording &illlawaeter (11). The oscilloscope (16) was used to 
inonitor power supply and modulation equipment nerfennnoe.
j._, . _ _ _ a___ .__ _ ___
5-3- The Magnet.
The permanent magnet was supplied by Mullards Ltd* As originally 
supplied , its magnetic field was found to be insufficiently homogeneous 
to aieet our requlreuonts. The field was plotted by using the proton 
resonance in a liquid paraffin sample plaoed in a twin-T bridge 
constructed to operate at proton frequency (2J Mo/s). A preamplifier 
using a single E.P. 54 valve with tuned input end output was also 
constructed for this frequency to facilitate the teat. The Inherent 
line-width of the proton resonance in the liquid paraifin is very small 
and the line obtained had line-width determined by the inhotnogeneity of 
the field over the sample* The signal was very strong and was displayed 
directly on an oscilloscope,the field modulation being turned up to sweep 
right through the line, and the time-base of the oscilloscope being 
synchronised with the modulation. The line-width, and hence the field 
inhoraogeneity was plotted at different pointe in the field*
The inhotnogeneity was traced to badly machined pole caps* These 
were removed from the raagnet and ground to a smooth finish in so far as 
the ring shim on the pole cape, whioh restricted the grinding* would allow. 
In this way the inhomogeneity was reduced from J gauss to 1 gauss over a 
2 co sample. This improvement being inadequate new pole caps were 
designed* which were machined to a higher standard. They were fitted with 
a small piece of copper foil in the centre of the polecap next to the 
backing plate. By tightening the retaining screws slightly the caps could 
than be tilted using the piece of copper as fulcrum, ec that they could be 
adjusted for parallelism. Each time the poleoaps were removed the magnet 
had to be demagnetised and remsgnetlsed with the new poleoaps in petition.
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This required a current of JOD amps from the laboratory battery through 
the magnetising coils on the magnet, whioh presented some switching 
difficulties. The final homogeneity attained on this magnet by 
adjusting for parallelism and monitoring progress with the liquid proton 
signal was 0.1 gauss over a 1 oo. sample in a field of 6,036 gauss*
The field of the magnet varied with temperature in a reversible 
manner, the variation being *2 gauss per °C rise in temperature. For 
this reason a constant temperature enclosure was constructed around the 
magnet by Dr. hades and Mr. D.G. Hughes, by means of whioh they attained 
magnet temperatures oonatant to $0.03°C,
5.4* The Magnet Field Sweep Unit.
The circuit of the field sweep unit is given in fig. 5*3* It is 
based on a circuit given by Gutowsky, Meyer and McClure, 1953* The 
field sweep coils on the magnet are supplied with current passed through 
valves 7^, 7^, ... whioh are twenty 6B4- triodea in parallel. In a later 
modification of this circuit by R.G. Eades and K.D. Finch, 6 higher 
currant capacity 6O8O valves were used. The jrida of these valves are 
oontrolled by the 6AC7 sharp out off pentode 7.1. The action of Vi is to 
compare the voltage across the field sweep coils with a reference voltage 
across the tapping on variable resistance RJ. Any difference between 
these voltages Is amplified by 71 and applied to the grids of 7^, 7. ,.••• 
in such a manner as to make the voltage across the field sweep ooils 
equal to that of the reference.
The resistance R3 is a helical potentiometer whioh can be driven by
an electric motor through a clutch, or manually with the clutch open.
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uhan the motor is driving RJ the reference voltage varies linearly with 
timet and the high gain of VI ensures that the voltage across the coils 
varies in sympathy so that the field is biased linearly*
R2 is a variable resistance which determines the total voltage 
across the helical potentiometer and hence the maximan excursion of the 
voltage aaroas the sweep ooils. With one particular gear between the 
motor and the helical potentiometer RJ is always traversed in the same 
time. Thus R2 gives a variation in the total sweep during that time and 
provides a sweep rate control. The sweep rate can also be altered over 
even wider limits by changing the gears between the motor and the helical 
potentiometer. Gear sets from the Everahed Vignolas recording 
luillisnaeter are used,so a range of ratios are available.
The variable potentiometer R1 enables any section of the total 
sweep range to be swept at the rate determined by the setting of R2,
Switch S5 reverses the direction of sweeping and S6 determines whether 
the magnet is biased up or down on its permanent field. The ganged 
switches 91 • S2> S3 > and S4 have three positions, off» warm-ijp, and on.
The field sweep ooils are such that the maadmua field shift 
available is 70 gauss. The field shift is measured by passing the 
current to the field sweep ooils through a standard resistor of 0,0517 
ohms and measuring the voltage serose the resistor by means of a Tinsley 
Potentiometer, The rate of sweeping is found to be linear with time over 
the wide range of sweep rates available. The sweep coils were calibrated 
by using a proton signal displayed on an oscilloscope screen> and finding 
the resonance frequency at different sweep settings. The frequenoy 
shifts were measured on a BO. 221 wavemetsr, It was found that the field
-59*
shift ivaa 122*0 gauss per amp.
The circuit constants of the sweep unit are given In table 5.1 •
ZsSlS-M*
V1 &AC7 m 1001 pot*
V2 5U4 R2 50K pot.
V3 V.R.1O5 S3 20K 10 turn helical
pot.
V4. V5 *• • • • a Rfc 1U
n 1.5A fuse H5 ws
01 16 iff M 47OK
02 32 & R7 10K
BS 47K
R5, RIO *. • • • 200X1
5*5» The Magnet Field Modulation Equipment*
For moat of the experiments this consisted of a 25 o/s generator 
held on frequency by a aynohronieing signal from an Airmec Frequency 
Standard* The generator consisted of a multivibrator followed by 
selective audio amplification using twin-T feedback networks to select a 
25 o/a sinusoidal wave from the 25 e/e synchronized multivibrator output* 
The final output la through a power amplifier* Thia unit feeds the 
modulation coils* which are te a Helmholta pair wound round the polecaps. 
and it also feeds Into the phase shifting unit*
At a later stage high impedance modulation colls were fitted. They 
were designed to be fed directly from the output of a ootnaaroial audio 
frequency generator so that the modulation frequency can be easily changed*
----------------------------------- -
The total number of turns on the ooils la 7,650 tapped at 3 *400. When 
fed In series they give 1,9 gauss peak to peak modulation per millismp 
input* with a maximum of 10 gauss available at 0,1 watt input. TO give 
finer control of small modulation settings the ooils are switched eo that 
the field from the first 3*400 turns can be made to oppose the field from 
the rest of the ooils. The input impedance is thus kept near the same 
high value but the modulation with the ooils in antiphase is 0.3 gauss 
peak to peak per millismp input with 1,5 gauss maximum modulation available 
at 0.1 watt input. The modulation amplitude was calibrated using a 
proton signal and the previously calibrated field sweep,
5.6. The Radio Frequency Signal Generator.
This was a Marconi type. It was found necessary to replace the 
internal power supplies by an external D.C. L.T. supply and stabilised 
H.T. supply. This eliminates a small spurious modulation of the output 
at mains frequency* and increases the frequency stability. The twin-? 
bridge cancels out to a high degree any qpurlous modulation on the r.f. 
supply but its balance is sensitive to frequency variation. To attain 
maximum frequency stability the signal generator was never switched off 
during the period of a aeries of runs* that is over periods of months.
To attain maxi man stability all amplifiers were aleo kept running over long 
periods.
5.7« The Twin-T Bridge.
This bridge was modelled on one first used by Anderson 191*9. The
circuit is shown in figure 5.4. The conditions of balance are
Figure 5.4.
The Twin-T Bridge
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- °1 ♦ °3 (Phase balanoe)
• wS*> * S (Amplitude balance).
is the parallel loss resistance of the specimen ooil and i ■ 2r f 
where f is the R.F. frequenoy.
It is to be noted that does not appear in the condition for 
phase balanoe and o2 does not appear in the oondition for amplitude or 
resistive balanoe. By using the variable controls o2 and o$ the degree 
of balance of phase and amplitude can be controlled independently.
When the magnetic field at the specimen ooil L is ohanged to the
value at which resonance occurs it can be shown that the parallel
impedance of the tuned circuit L, is reduced by a snail fraction
proportional to X and the phase ia ohanged by a small angle 
4 4 ••
proportional to X where X — X X is the ooraplex nuolear magnetic 
susceptibility.
If the bridge ia balanced perfectly in phase > with a residual 
unbalanoe in amplitude the change in the parallel impedance of L at 
resonance will give a change in the amplitude of the bridge output
H
proportional to X • As the field la swept the modulation signal
H
appearing on the bridge output will then be proportional to X- and the 
absorption signal will be recorded.
Similarly with perfect amplitude balanoe and a re sidull unbalanoe
«
in phase a signal proportional to X , l.e. to the dispersion accompanying 
the absorption» will be recorded.
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Xn our experiments the bridge wee always balanced perfectly in 
phase* and the amplitude unbalance wan held at a position where the 
bridge output was J6 db down on the output before balance. Thus the 
absorption signal or rather the differential of the absorption signal 
was always recorded.
The bridge was built on a solid braes base with a plain braes 
bearing supporting a rotating head marked with a vernier scale measuring 
tenths of degrees. The down-tube containing the sarnple coil is a 
ooaxial conductor with a brass outer envelope which plugs into the 
rotating head. The specimen in the sample coll can thus be turned in 
the magnet gap and its angle set to 0.1 degrees.
o^ » Q^9 are high quality variable air trimnsr oondensers with 
values from 2 pf to 9 pf. R is 100 ohm, o£ and o5 are 0 • 200 pf.
variable sir oondensers with 0 - 10 pf triiauing oondensers an slow motion 
drives in parallel. Due to the solid construction» high quality 
oongxonents» and careful design of the down-tube containing the specimen 
ooilf a perfect phase balance with -36 db reaidual amplitude unbalance can 
be maintained without resetting the phase or amplitude controls for 
periods of over fifteen minutes. The bridge was developed to this 
degree eo that it oan be left undisturbed while a weak line is traced out 
using a long time constant on the phase-sensitive amplifier.
5*8. The Cascode Preamplifier.
The Caeoode preanplifier circuit is shown in figure 5.$. Zt 
follows recent design (see for example Valley and Wellman,Vacuum Tube 
Amplifiers) and it la designed specifically to have a low noise factor.
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The noise factor obtainable la 1.06 at 6 Mc/s which approaches the 
theoretioal optimise noise factor of 1.0. Ideally the preamplifier 
should amplify the output of the bridge to an extent where it is large 
compared to the noise voltage generated by the first stages of the r.f. 
amplifier in the receiver* so that any addition of noise to the signal 
after the preamplifier stage is negligible* The voltage gain through the 
casoode preamplifier in the form shown in figure 5.5.» is 1*0 db. The 
circuit constants are given In table 5.2. The inductance In is designed 
to neutralise the grid-plate oapaoitanoe of 1.2 pf of V.1. but it le only 
important for high radiofrequencies and for use near 7 Mo/s it was 
omitted. tunes the interstage oapaoitanoe of 10 pf. Id and 1*2
were ooils of Q > 500 suitable for the frequency in use.
Table 5.2.
VI 6AK5 Cl 0.001 mF R1 70 ohms
V2 676 02 0.001 tB R2 100 "
V5 6AIC5 05 0-100 pf R5 1500 •
04 0-100 pf 84 150 •
Id Sm tert 05 30 pf
L2 n c6 .003 <
45 n 07 0.001 &
In N 08 0.005
14 R.F. choke 05 0.005 <
L5 R.F. choke
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With a preamplifier of noise factor as low aa that of the oasooie 
at low radiofrequenoie a further improvement in signal to noise ratio oan 
only be reasonably soxjght by improving the Llgnal Generator. Further 
efforts to improve on a noise factor less than 1.1 oan only lead to 
diminishing returns.
5-9. The Receiver.
The signal from the bridge is amplified by the preamplifier andOk
fed into the receiver which ia^modified Eddystone model 680 X. The 
receiver la fitted with an external stabilised power supply and lta 
valve heaters are supplied with D.C. which improves its stability and outs 
out spurious interference from mains supplies. The ourrent from the 
seoond detector is brought out and passed through a niorcemmeter which
thus monitors the radiofrequenoy signal level being fed into the receiver.
5*10. The Audio Unit.
The audio output of the receiver ie fed through a matching 
tranafanaer to the audio unit. Zta circuit la shown in figure 5*6. The 
first three stages comprise a narrow band amplifier which amplifies 
selectively an audio frequency picked out by the twin-T network which 
feeds hack to the grid of the 6S/7 valve. This twin-T network is mounted 
so that it plugs into a valve base and oan be easily changed. The values 
shown are for 25 o/a whioh coincides with the modulation frequency 
principally used in our experiments. The uaxiraun gain of this amplifier 
ie 110 at 25 o/s with a band-width of 1 o/s. The purpose of this 
amplifier preceding the phase sensitive amplifier is to eliminate noise
. . ... . . ...... ..
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Figure 5.7.
Power Supplies
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signals at harmonies of the tnodul&tion frequency to which the phase* 
sensitive amplifier* can respond.
The phase-sensitive amplifier is due to Schuster 19$1» The 
incoming signal is injected into the cathode of the twin triode 6SH7 valve 
by the 6SH7* The grids of the <BW7 are simultaneously biased by a 
ewit hing voltage derived from the modulation generator sc that the 
incoming signal is fed alternately to each side of a condenser. This 
tends to average noise signals to aero while signals in phase with the 
switching voltage cause a build up of D.C. potential on the condenser*
The time-constant of the averaging process la selected by switching in 
different condensers. The D.C. potential across the condenser is 
amplified and fed to the recording meter. A small 50 c/s a.o. voltage is 
superposed to shake the pen of the recording meter and prevent it dragging 
A Moro switch which can earth one aide of the amplifier to the recording 
meter and so put marker lines on the chart is brought out to a position 
near the field sweep measuring potentiometer. Line-widths were then 
measured from field markers on the same chart as the recorded line.
5.11. Power Supplies.
The mains power is supplied to all units through a Servamsx A.C. 7 
mains stabiliser. This corrects for slow drifts ln the meins supply.
The H.T. supplied bo every unit is derived from stabilised power 
supplies of the type shown in fig. 5.7* They deliver up to 150 m.a. at 
J00 volts D.C. with a residual ripple of leas than t.5 anv. on the output. 
The regulation factor defined as % change of a.o. input volts divided by 
% change of output D.C. volts is 1 *500. Power supplies of comparable
performance oan now be bought commercially from the Solartron Company•
Also shown In figure 5*7« la the trickle charger circuit which 
uaea the very low impedance of lead~aoid accumulators across the output 
to give a relatively smooth D.C. source of low tenalan ourrent. Units 
of thia type provided over 12 amps of D.C. current to the heaters of the 
Signal Generator and all amplifiers. In thia way mains frequency pick 
up was virtually eliminated.
5.12. Comment.
The elaborate care whioh has to go into the Assign of the electronic 
apparatus le dictated by the Inherently weak nature of the signals looked 
for, so that no opportunity of eliminating extraneous noise has to be 
neglected. Further worthwhile Improvement to the apparatus as described 
might be sought by replacing the commercial signal generator by a r.f. 
generator using the more recent modifications to the o so 11 la tor circuit 
In the Pound-Watkins Spectrometer (Watkins* thesis, Harvard, 19$1).
Such oscillator a, designed with the problem of noise and stability In mind, 
have been used as marginal osoillator r.f. spectrometers In the Bangor 
laboratory. They have been found to be very stable and when worked at 
their optimum level their performance Is superior to that of any 
commercial r.f. signal generator at present available. A signal 
generator using this osoillator should significantly reduce the back-ground 
noise of the bridge spectrometer, while retaining the advantage of a 
wider range of Input power than Is available with the marginal oscillator 
spectrometer. This wide range of input power is essential when 
measuring a range of T. values by progressive saturation.
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5*1>* Measurement of T^ by Progressive Saturation.
The principle behind the measurement of T with the apparatus is now
given. When is long enough it oan be measured by saturating the 
absorption line* end then observing its growth under conditions of 
negligible saturation* The time oonetant of the growth is •
When T^ ie too short to be measured direotly i.e* when T^ le lees 
than the time constant of the reoording apparatus required to observe the 
line * relative values of T^ oan be measured by progressive saturation*
The maximum deflection of xhe output meter Of the locx-in 
amplifier le given for the absorption curve by
D«x -
where C is a oonetant*
G ie the receiver gain* a ie the ratio of modulation amplitude to 
line-width, and x a (W - W)T2. *e substitute for
from equation 2.9. In the case that T^ is much longer than a modulation 
period (Case 1 Bloerabergen * Purcell and Pound* 121*8) the value of the 
denominator of 2.9. is constant over a modulation cycle and oan be 
replaced by lta value at the centre of the cycle. In this case we have
- CGV- iWJ' *
This result ie explicitly for the damped oscillator line shape which le 
given by the Bloch theory.
If as ie increased G is reduced so that GR* remains oonstant the® 
a plot of against gives the saturation curve. In order to Compare
saturation behaviour is plotted against log , OH^ being kept 
constant aa H. is increased. For lines of similar line shape the value 
of D which la (eay) 0.5 times the unsaturated value.will be reached 
when the parameters have the same value for both lines. In this
way relative values of may be found by comparing the values of at 
which the lines ©re half saturated, the values of being calculated from 
the observed line-widths. In eaeee where is short compared to a 
modulation period (Case 2, Bloerabergen, Purcell and Fount 191*8) tlw 
analysis leads to a different saturation curve. Fortunately the difference 
is email and is suah as to give errors in of the order of 10^ when 
comparing curves belonging to different oases< When comparing 
saturation ourvee where ratios are often > 10 a possible error of 1Qfc 
through the o editions being that of case 1 fox' one curve and case 2 for 
another may be thoMghtpperxnissible» especially if the uncertainty of the 
measured saturation curve is also of this order due to the weakness of
the line observed.
_________________ __________________ . .................. ..
6. Th. tJu.ert.mntB and thglr Remit.
6.1. qhftjlflt of Sample
The choice of crystals was governed ty three factors.
(a) The crystal must contain nuclei of I 1 capable of giving 
observable signals. Xf the crystal has too many non-identical sites
for the nucleus in question the absorption may be split over so many
ratio
lines that the signal to noise/may drop below the level which makes 
measurement a possible. For instance a nucleus with I • | in a orystal
with four non-identical lattice sites for that nucleus gives rise to 
twenty linen at moat crystal orientations and the signal to noise ratio 
of an unsaturated outer satellite line is 1/28 the value of the signal to 
noise ratio atf the signal if the line were not split. As the nuclei of 
interest often form only a minor proportion of the total nuclei present 
in the crystal sample it is essential to start with a nucleus which gives 
a high relative sensitivity.
(b) Xt is preferable that the orystal spectrum should have been examined 
previously using a variable frequency spectrometer for,to balance its 
advantage in range of power inputs> the bridge method, using a p raiment 
magnet has the disadvantage that it oan only conveniently be swept over a
small range in field. The task of locating and plotting lines which 
may move through the complete ran.o of the field sweep for a rotation 
of the order of a degree is formidable if one starts without any 
information as to the apeotrun to be expected at a given orientation of 
the crystal. For instance with the aijn&l to noise ratio available on 
moat of the crystals of interest a recording time constant of Ig) seoonds
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la neoessaxy. To sea & line 1 gauss in breadth It is neoessaxy to 
take > W minutes to sweep 100 gauss. Aa acme of the lines of Interest
make excursions /v/ 1000 gauss with varying angle it is obviously 
desirable that they be plotted with a apeotra eter whioh does not require 
constant attention and resetting. In fact one crystal , Borax, for vhioh 
the spectrum was not known was examined* and the slower moving lines 
were found for a range of angles, but thia work was continued only long 
enough to identify one centre llne^eatellite system on whioh the 
saturation experiment could be performed. A Hat of the ionic cxystala 
for whioh spectra have been plotted la given in Appendix X.
(o) The crystal should be available or else be fairly readily grown 
without *the use of elaborate crystal ^rowing apparatus. Respeot for 
the difficulties of the crystal growing art caused all the early crystals 
examined in the present experiments to bs oossnercial samples artificially 
or naturally grown. The number of suitable artificially grown, and 
hence purer crystals available oameroially la very limited, end tingle 
crystals of three different salts were finally grown from solution.
These were crystals of photographers' hypo, borax, and sodium 
chlorate. They were grown at constant temperature by slow evaporation 
of seeded saturated solution. The constant temperature enclosure used 
was designed to provide the constant temperature for the oold Junctions 
of theraoooiq4.es. It was a block of metal with a suitable
ther*>statlcally controlled heater wound on It, and It kept a
temperature near l|OeC constant to better than •Analar* cheMc&ls
twice recrystallised were used to grow the hypo and borax oxystale.
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Sodlua chlorate le not available at high purity* and the oommerolsl 
sample of It was reorystalllsed nine times. The final technique 
evolved consisted of placing a test tube of the appropriate solution In 
a hole ln the metal block at tf>®C. Sane of the dry reorystalllsed 
ohexoloal In a filter paper was then put In contact with the top of the 
solution which was then left for a few hours to become saturated at 40°C.
Then the filter paper containing undiseolved salt was rei-ioved and a 
carefully aft&aoted seed from the last recrystalllsation was dropped Into 
the solution. The top of the test tube was partially closed with a 
stopper containing a large capillary tube. This cut down the 
evaporation rate ao that the tendency for secondary crystals to grow on 
nuclei other then the seed was lessened. In this way crystals of 
volumes of greater than 1 a.o. were grown ln times of the order of a 
fortnight. They were tested for singularity by examination ln a 
polarising microscope. They were tested for paramagnetic Iron 
Impurity by Mr. F. Holmes end Mr. D.R. Williams of the Chemistry 
Department» Bangor. They used a spectrophotometric method accurate to
0.1 parte per million. The relevant values are quoted when each 
crystal Is discussed.
6.2. Sodium nitrate.
Owfl Btrwrtwr.
Sodium nitrate crystals were obtained from two sources. A eawn 
«
section .easurlng 3 x 1 x 1 cm of a rtputedly single crystal was
purchased from the Harshaw Chemical Company, Cleveland, U.3.A. * but it
X Na
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UNIT CELL OF NaNO,
was found to contain at least three single crystals at differing 
23orientations and this made the Na spectrum needlessly complicated.
A large crystal obtained from Hilger and Watts Ltd. was found to be truly 
single and this crystal was cleared to give a specimen crystal of 1 00. 
in volume. . 4
The crystal has a rhcsubohedral cleavage. Xt also has a 
rhonbohsdral unit cell (.vyokoff, Crystal Structures Vol. I Chap, VXX a).
The faces of the cleavage rhomb are not parallel to those of the unit 
cell but the long body diagonal ia in each case the same trigonal axis of 
symmetry of the cxyatal. The sodium sites are on this trigonal axis 
at £ and nay along the long diagonal of the unit cell. as it appears 
from the results of Pound 1950 that the principal axis of the static 
electric field gradient tensor is also along this threefold axis, it ie
z
seen that the two different aodium sites in the unit cell are identical
as far as field gradient is concerned > and they will give rise to the 
same spectrum.
6.2.*. The Costal lomiV
Xt la desirable to mount the cxyatal so that the trigonal axis 
can make all angles with the magnetic field direction in one rotation.
This was accomplished by mounting the cleaved crystal face on a plane
inclined to the axis of rotation of the specimen tube at an angle c
calculated to make the trigonal axis _J_ to the axis of rotation.
The three equal angles on the sides of the oleavage rhcobohadron where
they meet the trigonal axis are 102° W . Xt follows that the 
4
trigonal axis makes an angle of 46° 12 with each side. The crystal
*7>
was mounted In the specimen tube on a perspex holder out at thia angle 
so that when a aide of the orystal was cemented to It the trigonal axle 
was perpendicular to the speatmen tube. A thin perspex tube with the 
radiofrequency coll wound on the outside was then slipped over the 
crystal and held with Its axis parallel to the specimen tube by the 
perepex crystal mount. As the long diagonal of the cleavage rhomb was 
at right angles to the cylindrical radlcffrequenqy ooil the crystal 
occupied rather a aaall proportion of the total volume contained In the 
coll. The filling factor wae < eo that the signal to noise voltage 
available was only y of that which would have been available if It had 
been possible to out the orystal so that It filled the radiofrequency ooil 
One end of the radiofrequenay coll was soldered to the central coaxial 
lead In the specimen tube. The other end was soldered to the outer 
brass shielding of the specimen tube. The specimen tube was mads to 
plug Into the rotating head on the bridge box and was then arranged at 
right angles to the field In the magnet.gsp.
The spectrum of three lines was found for aodiun (for whioh 
I ■ 4) at 6.78 Mc/e In the magnet field of 6 fiQQ gauss suitable biased 
by the field sweep unit. The orystal wae then oriented to an angle 
where the splitting In the spectrum was snail.
The frequency spectrum to be expected where the magnetic energy 
Is much larger than the qusdxn^ole energy > and where the electric fields 
at the nucleus are axially symmetric has been given by Pound i^O. For 
the oase I « the frequencies of the three lines are given by:
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[i *j 5a<|«M«a4>3 w
H ♦ £ j> (3 z2 - 1) ♦ $ s2z2 0 - z*)]
where is the unperturbed larmor frequency of an isolated nucleus,
• 4* where A * ia the maximum splitting of the stellites SMUK
and Z « ooa © where © le the angle between the applied magnetic field
and the direction of the electric field gradient at the nuoleua. la
2the ratio of the quadrupole to magnetic energies. where
o
eq ia the electric field gradient and eQ ia the nuclear electric
quadrupole moment. The perturbation calculation has been taken as far 
ae the second order in equation 6(1) which predicts a cyclic and nearly
symmetrical variation of the satellite lines about a nearly constant 
centre line as © ia varied.
Assuming a value of • 0.019383 given by the meaauremente of 
Hades> Hughes and Andrew 1958 the frequencies of the three lines are 
plotted from equation 6(1) in fig. 6.1 for angles © near ooa © « 1^- 
Xt ia seen that the three lines do not coalesce at any orientation.
For the frequency vQ * 6.78 Mo/s it ie seen that when the centre line ia 
superposed on a satellite at © » 54.15** and © • 55.51% then the other 
satellite la separated fTom the superposed lines by 4.8 Ke/e. Ae the 
peak to peak linewidth of the first derivative of the lines was found to
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be ^1.5 Kb/s the satellite is clearly resolved from the superposed lines. 
In the oase of 0 » where the satellites are superposed, the
centre line is only 2.4 Kc/s away from them and the lines are resolved 
but not without considerable overlap, so that their independent saturation 
behaviour ouuld not be studied at this angle.
The location of the crystal axis relative to the rotation head 
when the cxyatal is first mounted is only known to within a few degrees. 
The oorrelation of the angle of rotation with 0 of equation 6(0 le 
found by studying the spectrum over a range of rotation angles. In this 
way the angles of rotation at whioh the satellites were separately 
superposed on the centre line were found and a series of progressive 
saturation runs were performed at these angles.
6.2.4. ♦
The method used was to sweep through the satellite end superposed 
line in turn at a given radiofrequenoy power. This power le 
prqgresslvely reduced while keeping constant the radiofrequenoy signal 
strength shown by the 8 meter of the receiver by altering the r.f. gain 
of the receiver whenever the input powr is altered. Xt becomes 
apparent that the input power is no longer saturating the signal, when 
the recorded signal amplitude ceases to increase with decreasing input 
power. This steady value of the recorded signal amplitude is then used 
to normalise a set of runs at progressively increasing input power, and 
the saturation curves of the satellite and superposed lines are found.
The crystal was then turned through a few degrees until the 
centre line was clearly resolved separate from the satellite lines, and
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aaturation runs were done on the centre line only. *fhe mean results of 
these runs are given in table 6.1 and they are plotted in figure 6.2.
R.f. level Kean relative signal strength
100 db 3 100 ear OateilitB Centre Line Superposed Centre
Line and Satellite
92 oZ/ 0.90 0
94 0.90 0.91 0.95
96 0.87 0.83 0.95
98 0.75
100 0.70 0.61 0.91
102 0.675 0.47 0.81
104 0.575 0.36 0.68
106 0.42 0.24 0.655
108 0.34 0.19 0.475
110 0.15 0.415
112 0.13 0.35
114 0.25
116 0.14
TAn* Mean Unsaturated Linewidth Shift along db seals
Satellite 1.46 gauss <k db
Centro 1.80 gauss -1.26 db
Superposed 1.70 gauss -0.58 db
Table 6.1.
eFigure 6.X*
>
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T’ 1to 10 log r2 where T^ refers to the line being plotted and ?2 
the lone line chosen a. reference. Tj was measure
The saturation parameter P » jJ^Tg takes account not only of the 
input power which ie proportional to but also the inverse linewidth 
T2» Correction waa made for the T2 term by displacing the curves of 
normalised signal amplitude plotted against 20 log H4 by an amount equal 
refers to
in each
case as the inverse of the peak to peak value of the linewidth of the 
recorded first differential of the unsaturated absorption line* In 
figure 6.2 the experimental points for the lone centre line are given ae 
half filled circles while ths open circles refer to the lone satellite 
and filled circles to the superposed satellite and centre line. The 
curves a, b, and c are the theoretical ourvee for I « from fig Jh1 
for the oases of centre line* satellite, and superposed centre line end 
satellite. It ie seen that the agreement between experimental pointe 
end theoretieal quadrupole relaxation curves le good enough to make it 
obvious that the relaxation mechanism le ln fact quadrupoler in origin. 
If it had been magnetic all the relaxation curves would be superposed.
The quantitative fit of theory and experiment le seen to be far 
from established by those curves * but this can be attributed to the 
fairly poor signal to noise obtained from t ile crystal. A weak signal 
entails a long time constant in the phase sensitive aapllfler, and a 
consequent alow gathering of information. Consequently each saturation 
run extends over periods of hours during which time conditions must be 
so controlled that the gain of the various amplifiers and the balance of 
the bridge remains constant to within a amall fraction of 1 db. Also
•>
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a weak signal means that saturation runs to be compared may have to be 
taken on dirf erent days or over a period of weeks, end the faithful 
reproduction of all the conditions under whioh they are taken la difficult* 
Under these conditions a certain spread cf experimental points Is to be 
expected» and it la only the fact that the differences in saturation 
curves to be looked for are of the order of 2.5 db which makes the 
experiments practicable where weak signals are Involved*
6.2.*.
Zt has been suggested by Van Kranendonk 19%-, specifically for 
cubic crystals, that In the case of a quedrupolar relaxation mechanism 
there might be some anisotropy of the relaxation time T^. A variation 
of with angle 9 was looked for in the sodium nitrate orystal by doing 
a series of progressive saturation rune on the centre line at different 
angles 9. No variation of greater than could be encompassed by the 
experimental error was found. The results are tabulated in Table 6.2.
The greatest change In saturation curve with angle corresponds to a 
shift of 1*1*. db or 2% in T^. Ae this le also the order of the 
maximum possible error on these runs the only significant result which 
can be claimed is that the variation of with an&le if any is not as 
great as 50/°.

— — —
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Table 6.2.
• db. for half 
saturation
Uncertainty in db. Ubaaturaxed -*nl> 
Width
0® 103.2 0.4 1.75 gauM
20° 102.8 1.0 1.75
102.2 0.7 1.5
50® 102.8 0.7 1.85
90c 102.3 0.6 1.85
110® 103.0 0.8 1.80
150® 103.8 0.7 1.80
180® 102.6 0.4 1.85
6.5. Sp<*to»g»
Crystals of spoduaene were chosen far study because naturally 
occurring single oxystale were available, and the crystal contains 
Li?(X * and Al2? (I * |) nuclei in electric fields of lower than 
cubic symmetry.
6«>«a«
Spodumene is monoclinic and ita structure la given by Warren and 
Biscoe 1951 • Pig* 6.5. gives a projectionof the unit cell on the 
(010) plane. The iaoleoule Ll Al (siO^)2 occurs four times in the unit 
cell. The crystal consists of - 0 * SiO^ » 0 • SiO^ » 0 chains 
indicated by broken lines in fig. 6.5 running parallel to the e direction 
and bound together by Li and Al atoms. Both the Li and Al nuclei lie 
on two fold rotation axes of synaetry of the crystal, and from a study
... ... ____ .____ _____________________________________- ____
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of the symmetry centres shown in fig. 6.5« It oar re predicted that the 
four lithium nuclei In the unit cell have identical electrical 
environments and the four aluminium nuclei also are identical in this 
sense (Volkoff, Fetch and Bmeliie 1952). Hence only one centre line and 
satellite system is to be expected for each nucleus , three lines from 
the Li7 end five from the Al27. This was indeed the spectrum found by 
Volkoff» Fetch and Sraellie 1952 for Id.7 and Petoh, Cranna and Volfcoff 
1955 f<»* Al27. They were able to fit these spectra to a much more 
ooraplioated form of equation 6(1) derived by Volkoff for the general case
of non-axially symmetric electric field gradients
The spectra of Bi7 and Al27 in apodumene are thus well fcncmn and
were used to Idmtlfy the lints found In the pressnt experiments.
6.31b. tala.SL*4L
Spoduraene is very hard and wherever possible crystals were
mounted in close fitting perspex cylinders in their natural shape. The
HSfH
^cleavage plane is 110 and by measuring the angles between cleavage faces
by reflected light on a spectrometer turntable it was possible to 
identify the c axis (fig. 6.5) of the crystal. All the specimens ware 
mounted so that they were rotated about the o axis.
Specimens were obtained from various geologioal specimen dealers
in this country end in the U.S.A. » and from the Museum d'Histolre 
Naturelle Faris through the agenqy of Dr. N.F.M. Henry of the 
Mineralogy Department of the OaAvsrsity of Cambridge who also supplied 
us with some of his own specimens
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In selecting crystals for study the choice was made of those 
whioh were optically clear and free from colour aa it waa hoped that 
these would be the more perfectly uniform crystals and would contain 
the least amount of paramagnetic impurity.
Some of these crystals had to be cut into aiaea small enough to 
fit inside a reasonable r.f* coil in the specimen tube. Early attempts 
to cut them with a rotating steel disc on which carborundum powder in 
water was allowed to drip were successful but alow* with cutting times 
of the order of a centimetre per hour. Later samples were kindly out 
for us by the Geology Department of Liverpool University using a 
diamond saw.
«•>••• hwlt» £& SBO6A Ht/OK <*"> W M—w* *1*
d-Hlatotr. Haturelle.
This crystal* which was clear* was in the shape of a flat 
i'ectangul- r slab.
(1) The Li' spectrum of three lines was located and the orientation of 
the orystal relative to the field was found by oheoking the spectrum 
against the results of Volkoff * Fetch and Smsllie 1952. For rotation
about the o axis the splitting cf the satellite lines varies from a
maximum of 70 kc/s through zero to a subsidiary
maximum of 40 ko/s >this pattern being repeated symmetrically every 90® 
of rotation* Saturation runs were done on the superposed lines* the 
separate lines near the superposition angle* the separate lines at 
maximum splitting and on the separate lines at the eub-maximua splitting 
The second order terms in the quadrupole splitting are so small that 
all three lines are effectively superposed at one orientation. The
Figure 6.4.
Saturation of Li? in Spodumene 
0 - centre line
+ - satellite
The curve is (1 + P)
erposition ia not perfect as the superposed line la 20^ broader than 
i single lines. The results are plotted In table 6.3 and figure 6.4.
The results Indicate a ma^etio relaxation with a satellite Uns 
L centre line giving the same saturation curve at each angle* There 
however a change of relaxation time with angle» the relaxation time 
the maximum splitting angle being twice that at sero splitting* while 
at the sub maximum splitting angle Is 1.73 times that at sero splittlx 
for the single lines near superposition was found where the lines 
were Just separated at an angle 11.6° from the cross over angle*snd It 2 
Is 1.2 times for sero splitting which is consistent with a cyclic
variation of In phase with the satellite splitting* The llnewldths
also varied with angle the narrowest lines corresponding to the 
shortest times T^ near superposition and the widest lines occurring with 
the largest times T. at maximum splitting* The saturation curves are
in table 6.3.a
________________
Tabla 6.5.
R.F. Input Power Relative Signal Strength
3 £ 100 m.v. » > 11.6° 
Centre Line
e • 11.6* 
Satellite
e a o° 
Lines Sup.:
100 db 0.955 0.94 0.94
102 0.92 0.94 0.95
104 0.91 0.83$ 0.89
106 0.815 0.82 0.86
108 0.755 0.75 0.82
110 0.65 0.635 0.75
112 0.60 0.58 0.655
114 0.59 0.395 0.55
116 0.56 0.32 O.ifi
118 0.215 0.21 0.29
120 0.145 0.125 0.20
__________ _________________ ____ _____________
——--------
-8V
( 3^
R.F. Input Relative Signal Strength
MajcJUaum Splitting Sijfe-Maxtmum Splitting
« - 45°
Centre Line
Satellite 0 • 135° 
Centre Line
Satellite
96 db 0.951 0.955 0.98
100 0.915 0.95 0.91 0.95
102 0.895 0.90 0.87 0.87
104 0.89 0.85 0.80 0.84
106 0.80 0.80 0.75 0.75
108 0.73 0.77 0.69 0.70
110 0.645 0.65 0.58 0.58
112 0.545 0.50 0.525 0.51
114 0.44 0.47 0.455 0.455
116 0.26 0.25 0.37 0.37
118 0.16 0.55 0.26
— —
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(11) The Al2? spectrum In crystal 119.21# was looked far after orienting 
the crystal to an angle where the splitting of the satellite lines Is 
email. This angle was found from the results of Fetch > Cranna and Volkcff
1955* Xt Is near the angle corresponding to neodmut splitting of the
7 27Li epectruu. The centre line of the Al f was found to be strong while 
the Inner satellites were very broad and weak, and the outer satellites
could not be seen.
The most probable reason Xbr the very wide satellite lines Is
that Imperfections and Impurities In the crystal give rise to a spread
In the local values or the field gradient to which the satellite lines
are sensitive. The centre line has no first order dependence of the
reeonanoe frequency on the field gradient and hence would only be
slightly broadened by the Variations In local electric field gradient.
The satellites do have such a first order dependence and rosy be so
broadened as to be unobservable. This effect le much greater far the 
27Al nuclei In spodumene for which the qusdrupole coupling constant Is 
y
2 >950 ko/e than It Is for the Li nuclei for which the quadripole 
ooqpllng constant le only 76 ko/s (Bound 1955 has pointed out that such 
evidences cf crystalline imperfections are to be found in resonance 
experiments).
Saturation runs were done on the weak inner satellites and the
centre line. The satellites were seven gauss wide and It was necessary 
to use modulation of this amplitude to make them measurable. The 
same modulation was used on the centre line to make cocoparlson easier.
The lines are broadened by this large modulation and the saturation
----- ----- —---- ------ - --------------------------------------------
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4 Bloecabergen (1J4B)«
The degree of saturation la aetermlfted toy the quantity rather
than Y^^Tg. ho correction la then neosssary for linewidth to make
the two saturation curves coqparebls when the lines are broadened toy the
asms large modulation* The saturation curves are plotted in table 6*4*
The power input for half saturation is the same for the centre and the
satellite line which indicates that the relaxation la magnetic* The
elope of the saturation curve of the artificially broadened centre line 
,*tis considerably flatter than the elope of the (1 *p)
27
Table 6*4
R.F. Input 
100 db a too «V*
98 db 
too 
102 
104 
106
Relative Signal Strength 
Satellite Line Centre line
0*95
0*895
0*96
0.95
106 0.82 0.75
110 0.78 0.695
112 0.695
11*. 0.61 0.56
116 0.50 0.50
118 0.6* 0.60
120 0.56
122 0.22
126 0.125
**38**
6.3.4. Al27 Sp*otr* in Spodumaw. Crystal*.
the French spodunene crystal of catalogue number 119.248 a search for
for their cleameaa and lack of oolouration* These were cry stale 47»
48» 64 > In the Bangor Physics Department crystal catalogue* Xn each 
of these crystals a strong centre line was found* This line shifts in 
frequency cyclically over 60 fcc/a as the orientation about the o axis la 
changed* The position of maximum frequency of the centre line 
corresponds to the position of minimum splitting of the outer and Inner 
satellite lines (Patch* Crsnna and Volkoff 1953) and this condition was 
used to find an orientation at which the satellites should appear an the 
sweep of the bridge spectrometer*
In Crystal 47 which had a faint purple colour relatively weak 
inner satellites of line width 7 gauss from peak to peak of the 
differential curve were observed and no outer satellites were visible*
The Al2^ spectrum of crystal 48» which was dear apart from Irregular 
and apparently external slight brown colouration > was almost identical 
to that of crystal 47. In both oases the Intensity of the inner 
satellites grew with approach to the centre line until at minimum 
splitting their amplitude was a quarter of the centre line amplitude> but 
the line shape of the satellite was much broader and flatter than the 
line shape of the centre line* The breadth of the satellites grew with 
separation from the oentre line and they rapidly became unobservable*
When the splitting is near sero any variation In electric field gradient
•89*
due to crystal imperfections is not so effective in smearing out the 
satellite lines as their frequencies change only to a second order with 
field gradient when splitting is aero. As the line shape of centre 
line and satellite differed in these crystals it was not considered that 
useful information would be gained from ccnparlson of their saturation
behaviour.
In crystals 64 and 65 the satellites were not observed.
Saturation runs were oone on the centre lines of these two crystals in 
turn in the same radioffequancy sazuple ooil. They are tabulated In 
table 6.5*
The very large ratio of T^ values in the same type of crystal is 
strong evidence for impurity relaxation, i.e. paramagnetic relaxation 
on the Bloembergen scheme• for the impurity concentration can vary 
widely from crystal to crystal. Quadrupole relaxation on the other 
hand depends on inherent properties of the nucleus and the crystal 
concerned and should give reasonably oonstant values of T^ for different 
specimens of the same crystal. Any change cf the electric field 
gradient brought about by crystal imperfections could not conceivably 
shorten by a factor of 200 on the qusdrupole relaxation scheme.
This does not of course rule out qusdrupolar relaxation for crystal 65
R.F. Input
db
100 db > 100 mv
94
98
100
102
104
106
108
110
112
114
116
110
1«0
122
114
126
128
1J0
132
Table 6.5-
Relative signal Strength Al2^ Centre Line 
Crystal 65 Crystal 64
0.94
0.763
0.65
0.56
0.52
0.40
0.365
0.280 1
0.15 0*95
0.82
0.76
0.58
0.38
0.29
0.26
Crystal Db for Half Saturation
64 127 *
65 104 <Jb
Line Width
3.3 gauss 
3.3 gauss
Relative Value
1
200
__________ ___________________
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for U7 in CxyataU JiB and 65­
27Although those spodwnen© crystals did not give satisfactory Al r 
satellite lines they both gave satisfactory uJ spectra and the 
saturation behaviour of these linos was studied in detail. The results 
are given in tables 6.6 and 6.7. These are selected from thirty 
saturation runs done on these two crystals
The Li? saturation runs on crystal 65 were not satisfactory as 
the slope of the saturation curves were in general less than those of 
a (1 + P)~^ curve. The centre line and satellite reached half 
saturation at nearly the same input power which would suggest that die 
relaxation mechanism le magnetic* but the tendency was for the centre 
line to require slightly wre power than the satellite for half 
saturation, a situation which does not agree with either of the 
profoso relaxation meohanlsma. Xt is possible that the paramagnetic 
impurities are not distributed evenly through the oxystal so that 
different tegmenta have different oonoentrations of itupurity and 
different relaxation times. Xf these segments were large enough 
( > (100P atoraio apaoinga in volume) so that the spin-spin collision 
process was relatively ineffective in causing the spins in different 
segments to have a ootsnon spin ten^^rature^then we have a range of 
values in the crystal and the slope of the saturation curve for the 
crystal would be flattened as the low iiapurity regions saturated before 
the high impurity regions.
Crystal 4*B gave satisfactory curves which indicated that the 
relaxation was magnetic. There was also a change of T^ with angle * the
—*92-
Table 6.8.
R.F. Input Power Relative Signal Strength
100 db • 100 mV 0 • 295.4* e ■ o 8 a
Oentre
TAtm,
Satellite SqpwpoMd
Lima
Centre
Line
100 db 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.94
102 0.903 0.89 0.90
104 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.8$
106 0.80 0.78 0.81
108 0.75 0.70 0.73 0.75
110 0.57 0.58 0.65 0.605
112 0.465 0.45 0.56 0.51
114 0.37 0.38 0.44 0142
116 0.24 0.27 0.33 0.33
118 0.19 0.20 0.26 0.27
120 0.155 0.16 0.19
122 0.13 0.14
124 0.07 0.10 0.06
126 0.05
128
19.2°
Satellite
0.94
0.86
0.10
e IZLne Input (db) 
for Half 
Saturation
0 Superposed lines 115 db
295.4° Oentre 111.4 db
295.4° Satellite 111.0 db
19* 2° Oentre 112.0 db
19. 2° Satellite 112.4 db
Line Correction Corrected db
Width for Width for Half 
Saturation
0.85 mv 0 db 113.0 db
1 4 osv *2.2 db 109.2 db
1.5 mv •1.8 db 109.2 db
0.88 mv -0.15 db 111.85 db
0.97 mv *0.6 db 111.80 db
Table 6.7
Spodumene Crystal 65 Li7 Reaonanoe.
R.F. Input Power Relative Signal Strength
100 mv = 100 db Centre Line Satellite
86 db 0.93 0.96
88 0.90 0.95
90 0.87 0.93
92 0.83 0.92
94 0.82 0.87
96 0.72 0.74
98 0.68 0.69
100 0.57 0.58
102 0.485 0.51
104 O.M 0.44
106 0.33 0.39
108 O.JO 0.34
110 0.26 0.27
Line Input Line Carreetlon Corrected Input
for Half Width far Line far Half
Saturation Width
Centre 102.0 db 0.80 ME* 0 102.0 db
Satellite 102.1 db 0.85 «fr -0.16 101.to, db
__________
 
__ ______ ____
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shortest relaxation time being when the satellites were superposed on 
the centre line where the lines are also at their narrowest* At an 
angle 65® from the superposition angle the relaxation time was over 
twice as long and the lines were 1.7 times as broad. Compariaon of the 
relaxation times 7^ between the different asystals will be made at the 
end of this chapter*
6.4. Buclase.
27A set of saturation runs were done on the Al spectrum in a 
crystal of euolase H Be Al 3iD^. This crystal was chosen because its 
spectrum was known from the work of Kades 1955* end aa the same single 
crystal which was used by Dr* Badee in his investigation of the apectrma 
was kindly made available by Professor Volkoff? it was known that the 
satellite lines would be observable*
Euolase is a monoclinic oxyetal end its structure is given by 
Biscoe and Warren 1955* The aluminian nuclei do not lie on spume-try 
axes of the crystal aa they do in spodumene* The main cleavage plane 
is (010) and the crystal was mounted so that it was rotated about ita 
long axis parallel to the intersection cf cleavage planes* In this 
orientation there are ten lines in the spectrum* five for each cf two 
non-equivalent Al2? sites* The maximum splitting of the outer satellit 
ie over 2 Mo/e while the second order perturbation on the centre lines 
moves them over 1J0 Rc^about their central position as the crystal la 
rotated.
The movement of the centre lines was used to find the position 
9 » 0 where the centre lines coincide which is also the position where
the Inner end outer eatelliteo are superposed. Thia setting was msde 
to an aocuraoy of * 0.1° by plotting the spectrum at angles near 0 » 0. 
The rotation was then ruoeed to 0 « 1.6° where the centre lines were Just 
separated and two of the inner satellites were on the same field sweep.
Table 6.8.
R.F. Input Relative Signal Strength
100 me • 100 db Centre Line (a)
Centre 
Line (b) Satellite (a) Satellite (b)
96 0.95 0.90 0.92 0.95
100 0.93 0.75 0.83 0.80
104 0.68 0.60 0.71 0.60
108 0.55 O.M 0.50 0.45
112 0.39 0.35 0.62 0.35
116 0.24 0.27 0.33 0.25
120 0.25 0.125
124 0.14 0.10
Line Power 
for Half 
Saturation
Line
width
Carreotion 
for Line 
width
Corrected Power 
for Half
Saturation
Centre (a) 108.6 db 2.2 me 0 db 108.4 db
Satellite (a) 109.5 db 2.7 ®e -0.9 db 108.6 db
Centre (b) 106.6 db 2.2 me 0 db 106.6 db
SatalUU (b) 107.1 db 2.7 me -0.9 db 106.2 db
----------- . _______________
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Saturation runs ware done on each of these four lines In turn. They are 
tabulated in table 6.8. From the data of Eades 1955 the lines were
site while the other oentre Line (b) and satellite (b) belonged to the 
other Al site.
It is seen that the oentre line (a) and satellite line (a) have
the same saturation curve. Also oentre line (b) and satellite line (b)
have identical saturation curves which differ from the saturation ourve
of the (a) lines by a factor of 2.4 db. Magnetic relaxation le
indicated with a relaxation time difference of 40^ between the two
different Al2? sites in the crystal.
27The saturation curves far Al in Euolaae were again of lower
slope than (1 ♦ P)*1 curves. An increase of saturation from 0.8 to 0.2
of the maximum signal strength required *^16 db increase in power input, 
«»1whereas for a (1 ♦ P) saturation ourve only -^13 db lncraae la 
required for the same increase in saturation.
As it appeared that the quadrupole relaxation process is swamped 
by the impurity relaxation in the natural crystals examined, it wee 
aeoided to grow pure crystals in the laboratory. Crystals of hypo, borax 
and sodium chlorate were grown from solution. The analysis of the 
paramagnetic impurity in these crystals will be given in the general 
discussion at the end of the chapter.
The eodium thiosulphate crystal was 2 oo. which volume it attained
in ten days growth. It was mounted with a ooil wound on the crystal.
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The crystal grew to fill the specimen tUbe in which it was grown* so the 
orientation of the crystal in the coil* which could only be guessed from 
the free faces of the top growing surface* was not known precisely.
6.5.a. 2a£ft!LsE2aS2ffi-
23□ The speotrua of Na in a sodiua thiosulphate crystal has been
studied by Itch* Kusaka and Xamagata 1954* Its crystal structure has
been determined by Taylor and Beevers 1952. There ere in general two
non-identical molecular positions in the crystal* and each molecule 
23contains two nan-identical sodium sites. The Ha ' speotrua then consists 
of four centre lines each with two satellite lines. For orientation 
about one axis* the crystal b axis* this speotrua degenerates into two 
oentre lines and four satellites* but thia orientation was not achieved 
in the present experirnent.
As the precise orientation of the crystal axes in the r.f. coil 
was not known,the data of Itch* Kusaka and Xamagata could not be used 
directly to identify the lines observed at various angles* Instead note 
was made of the fact that the satellite lines corresponding to one 
sodiua nucleus in the molecule had a maximum splitting more than double 
that of the satellites corresponding to the other sodiua site in the 
molecule. The quadrupole coupling constants are 2*26 Mc/s and 0.8J Mc/s 
r spectively. (The splittings for the sodiua sites in the other non­
identical molecule were of the same size and varied in sympathy* differing 
only in phase angle as the crystal was rotated). These satellites wars 
named the ’fast moving* and *slcw moving* satellites respectively and 
could be identified by their rate of shift with angle near angles at
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which they arosaed the centre lines* The centre lines, because of their 
different second order perturbation shifts, could alec be identified as 
fast moving end aloe moving with rotation*
Near orosa-over the 9 fast moving satellite1 moved 21 gauss along
the sweep for every degree of rotation. As the total sweep available
was 55 gauss this line moved completely over the sweep range for less
than a rotation. Comparable figures for the 9 slow moving satellite*
were 7-5 gauaa/de&ree and for the * fast moving centre line* 2.5 gauss/
degree. The alow moving centre line was virtually stationary and was
plotted fcy using as reference the Cu^ resonance from the copper of the
r.f. ooil which gave a strong line independent of arystal rotation and 
25near the Ha unperturbed frequency.
As the aearoh for & fast moving satellite entailed traversing at 
slow speed the maximum obtainable field sweep for every 1° change of 
rotation angle, the identification of lines was a alow prooees. By 
plotting the value of field sweep cun ent at the line centre against angle 
for any line found, the lines were Identified quite unambiguously by the 
elopes of the plots.
6.5.*.
Saturation xuns were done on the fast and slow sets of lines. They 
are tabulated in Table 6.9* The saturation runs agree with the 
theoretical plots for quadrupole relaxation, the satellites requiring 3*0 
db anti 2.7 db more power than their corresponding centre lines for half 
saturation as compared with a theoretical difference of 2.5 db for 
quadrupole relaxation. The fast moving lines have the shorter 
relaxation times requiring^.5 db more power for half saturation than
•99-
Table 6.9
• Input Relative Signal Amplitude
100 onr - 100 db Slow Centre 
Line
aa,.w
uateUlt.
Past Centre 
Line
Fast
Satellite
90 <✓/ 0.93 0.95 0.96
92 0.89 0.90 0.94 0.99
94 0.82 0.89 0.90 0.94
96 0.75 0.85 0.89 0.92
96 0.66 0.78 0.80 0.90
100 0.525 0.70 0.70 0.85
102 0*44 0.57 0.63 0.74
104 0.36 0.55 0.55 0.68
106 0.30 0.2)0 0.41 0.56
108 0.19 0.30 0.34 0.47
110 0.14 0.22 0.26 0.36
112 0.09 0.18 0.18 0.26
114 0.20
116
T.4n^ Power 
for Half 
Saturation
Line Correction Corrected Power
Width for Line for Half
width Saturation
Slow Centre 101.0 db 1.7 mv 0 db 101.0 db
Slow Satellite 104.0 db 1.7 «v 0 db 104*0 db
Fast Centre 104-8 db 1.7 mv 0 db 104*&db
Fast Satellite 107.5 db 1.7 mv 0 db 107.5 db
Fast Centre and 110.7 db 1.9 mv -0.5 db 110.2 db
Satellite Superposed
________________________
their slow counterparts.
Due to the fact that the spectrum from the crystal is split into 
twelve lines the signals have only fair signs! to noise ratio and there
to anis some scatter of the points on the saturation j
uncertainty in the half saturation values of^xz0.7 db. The agreement 
with theory of the best lines through these points is reasonable both as 
regards slope and separation of lines, end the conclusion oan be drawn
SOthat the relaxation mechanism is quadrupolar in origin for the Na^ nuclei
in thia crystal. It would also seem a reasonable result that the nuclei 
with the larger quadrupole coupling factor giving the fast moving lines, 
should also have the shorter relaxation time. The ratio of relaxation 
times is 2.5 and of coupling constants la 2.7*
The alow moving oentre line is too noisy at the low poorer required 
for no saturation to make saturation runs on it easy. However it is the 
easiest line to follow as the angle of rotation ie changed. So to get an 
indication of whether changes with orientation in this crystal the 
input power was set at 102 db, which is near half saturation for the alow 
oentre line, and runs were made over the slow oentre line at a range of 
orientations. Xt aseras from these runs that T^ does vary to acme extent, 
the period of the variation being 90® from maximum to minimus.
A single crystal of Borax was grown by slow evaporation to a else
23 11Borax was chosen because it contains Na and Berf j x 1 x 2 Cor. < 
nuclei both of spin
101
No results have previously been reported for nuclear magnetic 
resonance in this crystal. Crystallographic data for it is also meagre. 
Wyckoff gives the space group only and no other reference to its structure
was found.
The crystal is a flat slab with bevelled edges. Xt was mounted
with a coil wound directly on the crystal, and so that it could be oriented
with ite large flat aides perpendicular to the field.
23The Na spectrum was looked for by setting the signal generator at 
the unperturbed Na^ resonance frequency with the field at half maximum 
sweep. Then the field was swept with the crystal at several chosen 
angles, for example with its large flat faces parallel, perpendicular» and 
at 45° to the magnet field. No Na^ xines were seen. This aould mean 
that the second order perturbation on the oentre lines is large and that 
the angles chosen were unlucky so that no lines appeared on the sixty 
gauss sweep range available or alternatively there may be a large number of 
non-equivalent sites for Na in the crystal so that the absorption is spread 
over a large number of lines which would make the lines very weak and 
possibly unobservable. In any case further search with the bridge was 
considered to be unprofitable and the frequency was changed to look for
the B*1 spectrum.
6.6.« ,aw,,a1l.aesgfe>Hl.te
B11 lima were found lautedl&tely and they were loo.ted at 5r 
intervals over a 90° rotation in so far as they remained on the sweep 
range. Six different lines were observed of which tw> showed the
symmetry of behaviour to be expected of a satellite pair, while one was 
almost stationary, behaving like a oentre line with very small second
40
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Figure 6.5.
11 Z>The B spectrum in Borax. 1 m.v. = 2. $6 gauss. 
The more fully plotted symmetrical lines and the 
near stationary line are taken to he a pair of 
satellites and a centre line. The other three
loci are thought to correspond to centre lines of
11different B sites.
--------------------  , „ _ . ... . .. ... -- -----
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order perturbation. The other three lines were thought to be centre
lines with fairly large second order perturbation. The satellites
belonging to these centre lines would move very rapidly through the
sweep range and no attempt was made to observe thenx* as the bridge
apparatus is not suited to wide range search* The ayumetrioally
disposed lines were plotted over a range of 1J0° by changing frequency
when they moved out of the sweep range* The plot is given in fig* 6*9*
Xt seems reasonable to assume that the two symmetrically moving lines and
the stationary line form a centre line - satellite trio belonging to one 
11B site in the crystal. In all probability the other three lines are 
centre lines belonging to three other independent boron sites in the 
crystal. It would seem then that there are four non-identical boron 
sites in Borax > where as usual,by non-identical we mean that the sites 
have different electrical environments and so give rise to different 
quadruoole split spectra* It is tempting to assign these four sites to 
the four boron atoms in the molecule* but in the absence of knowledge of 
the oxyatal structure such a proposal has no great weight* For the 
allied* naturally occurring crystal Semite* Ha^B^O^ the boron
spectrum has been studied by Wate man and Volkoff 1955» rod they explain 
its spectrum in terms of four non-identical sites in the crystal filled 
by the four boron atoms la th. basic unit.
6.6.b. Safarataas Rune ,op fiorpff.
Progressive saturation runs were done on the stationary centre line
end the two lines assumed to be its associated satellites and also on the 
oentre line with a satellite superposed* There was no significant
—*105*
In the saturation curves far any of these oases ee that 
magnetic relaxation is indicated. The results are tabulated in table 
6.10. The elope of the saturation curves agreed, within the 
scatter .with that of a (1 + P)*1 curve.
It would be interesting to have the cou^lete spectrum of this 
crystal plotted with a spectrometer suited to wide range sweeping. The 
widely varying satellite lines and their oentre line. could then be 
investigated to see if they also were relaxed magnetically. Simil&rltii 
in the spectrum to that found for Karaite by Watenaan 1^55 would also be 
of interest as regards as signing a structure to this crystal.
 ____________________________ —1 __
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Teible 6.10.
Input Power Relative Signal Amplitude
100 db • 100 arr Centre TAn*> Satellite Superposed Centre 
and Satellite
84 db 0.94 0.94 0.95
8( 0.905 0.90 0.93
38 0.85 0.87 0.89
90 0.80 0.76 0.83
92 0.86 0.65 0.64
94 , 0.64 0.59 0.59
96 0.555 0.52 0.57
98 0.515 0.47 0.425
100 0.37 0.315 0.36
102 0.21 0.23 0.295
104 0.17
106 0.05 0.12 0.16
Angle 0 Line Power
for Half 
Saturation
tine Width
1 m* ■
2.36 gauaa
2.9 enr
Correction Corrected 
for Power for 1
line Width Saturatio
8e Centre 96.6 db •0.15 db 96.45 db
0° Satellite 96.2 db
96.8 db
Inee
2.8 raw
3.3 ■»
0 96.2 db
0.7 db 96.1 db0* Superposed
Centre end 
Satellite 1
________ ________ ______________________ ____ ____
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6.7. Sodiw Chlorate. 
33The Na spectrum in a sodium chlorate crystal has been 
investigated by Outowahy and Williams 1956.
The crystal structure of sodium chlorate (R. Wyckoff > Crystal 
Structures Vol. II Chapter VXX) is cubic. The unit cell contains four 
molecules. The sodium ions occupy positions near alternate corners of 
the cube and the chlorate ion centres occur near the other comers. The 
chlorate ion la a flat trigonal pyramid having the three ooqrgen atoms as 
its base. The electric field gradient at the chlorine nucleus is mainly
due to the covalent bonding within the ion and is large; the splitting of 
,35the Cl nuclear levels is such that the pure quadripole resonance f 
frequency la near JO Mo/** (Wang, Townes, Schwalow and Holden 1952). At 
the sodium sites the electric field gradient la due principally to the 
crystalline fields of the Na+ and CXOj* ions, and the quadripole splitting 
of the seeman levels is such as to form a relatively small perturbstion 
of the unperturbed levels giving a splitting of the K.M.R. spectrum of 
the order of 800 So/s in 7 Mc/s.
The principal axis of the electric field gradient tensors at the
1
sodium t itea are parallel to the body diagonals of the unit oell and hence 
to the body diagonals of the cubic crystal. These fields are axially 
symmetric so equations 6(1) apply. As there are four sodium ions in the 
unit cell a maximum of twelve lines> four centre lines each with two 
satellites, is to be expected.
The oxystal grown was rectangular rather than cubic, due probably 
to the confined space in which it was grown, and to the fact that it 
rested on the flat bottom of the container during growth.
Figure 6.6.
23The spectrum of Na in NaClO, near cross-over angle. 
0 is arbitrary. 1 m.v. = 2.36 gauss.
*•106**
The crystal was laounted In the down tube so that one face was 
perpendicular to the axis of rotation. In this configuration it was 
possible to turn the crystal until a faoe was perpendicular to the 
external field. At thia point all the body diagonals main the same 
angle 8 • oos*1 4r with the external field* and it can be seen from 
equation 6(1) that the first order splitting is sero. At this 
orientation we would expect the centre lines and the satellites fee&rly to
coalesce.
Tte apaotrua was investigated over a email range of settings near 
this orientation and the results are plotted in fig. 6.6. Jus to the 
fact that the setting of the crystal faoe perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation was not perfect two sets of satellites are resolved which cross 
over at angles 0.8° apart.
6.7.*. of the c,u«Qrupole Coupllm Constant.
Equation 6(1) gives the quadrupole splitting of the nuclear magnetic
ener.y levels for X » i in the axially ayiaaetric case. The fact that
when 0 ■ 0e the satellite separation is in frequency ia often used to
2
determine the value of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant
2
h •
where sQ ie the nuclear electric quadrupole moment in e.s.u. on and sq
is the electric field gradient at the nucleus in e.s.u. on•3 A value of
e^qQ is also obtainable from a study of the spectra near 0 « cos*^y^
sin** ? for at this value of 0 the satellites are superposed at a 
frequency given by equations 6(1)
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while the oentre line le at a frequency
KvM)- •.f-nf2!
The difference In these frequencies Is ? 2wq • jjg ti.W
h2v
This frequency 
fig. 6.6.
Field shift » 4*95 w units « 11*68 gauss
In terns of field shift can be read from
Equivalent frequency shift for Ka2^ • 11*68 x 11*267 x 102 <j/s
« 13*12 Kp/s
Frequency of the signal generator « 6*8l6 Mo/s.
Assuming initially that this is frequency vo w® have
2 x 6.816 X 106 ■ 1J.12X1O3
/. y « 0.115
With thia approximate value for (> and using the foot that the oentre line 
frequency 6.816 Mq/a le displaced • f’ 2 at this angle we get a true
value of » • 6.820 Mo/e. o
Then we have
J_\2(Vs) X 6820 x 103 X 15120 o/e
615*464 x io’
2
S Qi 
h
• 784*5 Kc/» * 8 Xfc/s*
The greatest error in this measurement is in determining the field sweep 
difference between the lines at the cross-over point. For this 
detexmination an aocurapy of only 2^ has been assumed for this
108-
giving an error of 1$ in With oare the aoouraoy of thia
measurement could be increased to give a value of with a probable 
error of leaa than O.J^. The value found above compares with a value of 
779 • 2 ± 4 Kc/s obtained by Gutowaky and Williama 1 )$1 and 801 X 8 Ko/a 
reported by Itoh and Kuaaka 1954*
Thia measurement of the quadrupole coupling factor by measuring a 
email field shift at obrss-over has aoouraoy comparable to that obtained 
by Pleasuring the large field shift at maximum splitting because in the 
first case the quantity measured la the square of the coupling factor.
For a bridge ^spectrometer, which is better adapted to making email aoourate 
field sweeps than large ones, the croas-over measurement io probably 
superior.
6-7.1»- lw 8mm «■ Bedim OttUrate.
For all rune on the sodium chlorate crystal the modulation 
frequency was raised from 25 o/e to 212 c/e with a considerable increase 
of signal to noise ratio. The signal to noise ratio does rise with 
modulation frequency, as thermionic valve noise due to the flicker effect 
tends to be greater at the lower audio frequencies. The upper limit on 
the .modulation frequency which can be used is imposed by the fact that the 
line la artificially widened by an amount of the order of the modulation 
frequency. Thus the modulation frequency must be email oompared to the 
line-width in cycles per second, Just as the modulation amplitude must be 
email compared to the line-width in gauss to avoid artificial broadening.
A higher modulation frequency was used at this point because only then did 
a variable frequency source of modulation become available. High
.__________________ _ _ _—.—_——
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Figure 6.7.
23Saturation of Na in NaClO-
The experimental points are for centre line and satellite 
line. Curve A of fig. 4-1. is fitted to the centre line 
points. Curve C of fig. 4.1. is then a near fit for the 
satellite points.
iO9*»
impedance modulation ooilB were used* designed to be driven from the 
output of an audio frequency signal generator without an intermediate 
stage of power ampUfloation. Most a.f. signal generators deliver0.1 
watts output and it is possible to design modulation coils to give the 
maximum modulation of a few gauss required at thia power level. The 
frequency of modulation can then be easily varied. The irequency of 
the narrow band amplifier preceding the lock-in amplifier must also be 
varied by changing the twin-T feedback network to suit the new frequency. 
In our apparatus the twin-T network was mounted on a valve base and 
could be unplugged and interchanged easily. For these runs the audio 
unit built by B.R. Williams and designed to work at 212 o/e was used.
With the ecyatal near the cross-over orientation all the aodiua 
nuclei are in near identical environments anu no difference in relaxation 
time ia to be expected between different satellites. In fact no 
significant difference in saturation behaviour was found between the 
various satellites and the results of the various runs are averaged and 
presented in table 6.11 and those for the oentre line and satellite line 
are plotted in figure 6.7. The satellites observed ore each due to 
nuclei at two different sites while the centre line is due to nuclei at 
four different sites for which the electric environment happens to become 
identical near the aross-over angle. In fact the oentre line could be 
split into two separated lines corresponding to the two sets of 
by turning the rotation head 15° from the dross-over angle* end 
runs an the two centre lines separated were done at this angle, 
results did not vary significantly from those of the saturation
the superposed centre lines near the oorss-over point. The variation of
_ _____________________________________________________________________ _ -
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T^ with angular setting 1a thia crystal will ha investigated by 
B.R. Williams as part of a study of the anisotropy of T^ in crystals.
The results of the saturation runs are In qualitative agreement
with a quadrupole relaxation mechanism, and in the oase of the centre line
♦
and satellite lines the quantitative agreement with the predicted 
separation of the saturation curves is good. However the saturation 
curve for two satellites superposed lies to the right of that far a 
single satellite > while our theozy would predict that it should lie 
between the centre line and lane satellite saturation curves. Lack of
time prevented the checking of whether the saturation curve for superposed 
satellite lines retained this position at an orientation where the 
separated satellites were single rather than oouble lines.
Our theory does not cover the case of a double satellite line 
superposed on a quadruple centre line ae la the oase where the 
recorded satellites cross the centre line. The saturation curves found 
for this oase, which are not plotted in table 6.11 lie very close to 
those for the satellite line.
________________________________________
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Table 6.11 .
B.F. Level
100 db « 100 mv
Mean
(oorreoted to 
Centre Line
Relative Signal Strengths
a ooEKoon linewldth of 1 «>9 gauss) 
Satellite Superposed Satellites
76 db 0.93 $.37 0.98
78 0.91 0.95 0.96
80 0.863 0.915 0.935
82 0.795 0.862 0.90
84 0.705 0.795 0.86
86 0.60 0.72 0.77
88 0.485 0.625 0.68
90 0.385 0.535 0*58
92 0.275 0.4*5 0.48
94 0.195 0.35 0.385
96 0.125 0.26 O.2B5
H 0.085 0.185 0.215
100 0.055 0.125 0.14
102 0.065 0.105
104 0.08
Un saturated Line Width
Centre TAn** 1.6 gauss
Satellite 1.29 gauss
Superposed Satellites 1.45 gauss
---------------------- ------- - :
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6.8. C^br.tlon of ,th. S^uratlonjiungg JaAijg Ufrfr^uortag-
A crystal of lithium fluoride which had been obtained fran the 
Harahaw Chemical Company was known to have a very long relaxation time 
fran measurements made by B.R. Williams. These measurements were made 
using a Pcund-Watkino spectrometer end he found that at the lowest 
possible power of operation the LI' end F resonances were still 
partially saturated» which made the measurement of difficult. A 
novel method was developed of measuring T^ under these conditions. The 
half period of the decay from the uaeaturated state to partial saturation 
where the saturation factor Is £ Is T^£ rather then T^. Aooordingly a 
aeries of auoh decays was measured with £ varied by known ratios , which 
enabled to be measured.
To check the values found by this novel method the I4F oxyatal was 
placed In the bridge spectrometer which sen operate at levels at which the 
crystal Is unsaturated. The input power was then raised until the Li? 
resonance was oorepletely saturated* With the frequency fixed on top of 
the line the radiofrequency power level was then reduced suddenly to a low 
level (1 mv) and the recovery of the signal recorded. The time for the 
signal to rise to e of Its maximum value le T^ • and this value was 
found to be 6 minutes In agreement with B.R. Williams* measuraoents using 
the other method.
The input power was then progressively increased by snail steps, 
the signal meter of the receiver being held at a constant reading and a 
period longer that fifteen minutes being allowed for the spin syste. to 
come to equilibrium at each setting. In this way the input power for 
half saturation was found.
— ——
-11>
At half saturation the factor Y^^T^ » P « 1 far all saturation 
curve a of the fora (1 ♦ F)*\ Xf then all the saturation curves had 
been found using the bridge with the Mae setting of its components and 
using the same sas$>le coil as was ujod for the LIP crystal, so that 
relative values of would be proportional to relative values of input 
voltage, then the actual value of T^ for each crystal would be found by 
comparison with the known value of T* for the IA? in LIE.
To enable the best filling factor to be attained different coils
were wound far each crystal In general, but these coils were all similar
in inductance and Q factor. Thus the comparison of values has been
made in table 6.12, on the aasuraption that a constant relation between
input power and existed throughout the experiments. It is unlikely
that different coils differed. enough to make the power input for half
saturation change by 7 db so that the T^ values quoted can be considered
good to better than a factor of 5. In oases where the seme coil was used, 
27
as for instance for the two different sites in Euolase and for the Al 
resonance in crystals 64 and 65 the relative values of are good to 
0.6 db or 1»L
The procedure used in compiling the T^ values of table 6.12 was to 
a
take P|, the value of input power (ai^ ) far half saturation, and in
Jl
quadrupole relaxed oases where the saturation curve is (1 ♦ ap) the F|
. *1value was shifted to what it would be on a (1 ♦ P) curve by using the 
factor x from the theory developed in Chapter 4» For example if the 
value for half saturation is y db on a quadripole relaxed centre line for 
which x » 4 then the value on a (1 ♦ P)*1 curve is (y ♦ 6) db. Similar 
shirts are applied for gyromagnetic ratio Y an^ inverse line width
_____________________________________________________________________
-------------—
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bo that the final oorreoted column gives the ratio of T^ values In 
7
decibels. The Li In LiF la in a spherically symmetric environment so
the lines are not quadrupols«split. For superposed lines the saturation
follows a (1 ♦ P) curve whether the relaxation is Esagnetio or 
So
quadrupolar^x » 1 in T4F.
It is to be noted 'chat for the range of values shown the 
condition > 1 does not hold throughout and that some of the
saturation curves correspond to case 1, Bloerabergen, Purcell and Pound 19^ 
in which the maximum meter deflection is a 4* g( v)*( v) and the saturation 
varies during a modulation cycle. The correction factor to make the T, 
values comparable *hen we change from case 2 to case 1 can be calculated 
if the line shape function is known. For the damped oscillator line 
shape the correction factor is 0.5 which is small enough not to alter the 
values quoted to within a factor of 5 in table 6.12.
The spodumaae crystal which gave the longest relaxation time 
and hence would be expected to have the lowest degree of paramagnetic 
impurity on the Bloembexgsn relaxation theory» was crystal 65- It was 
analysed for paramagnetic content by two different methods.
Dr. Ingram looked at the paramagnetic resonance lines from a chip
of this crystal in an at Southampton University< 
>18From the spectrum he estimated a density of 10' unpaired electrons per gn 
with manganejse as the dominant p&raiuEtjaetic element present.
Part of the crystal was later analysed spectroscopically by 
members of the Agricultural Chemistry Department at Bangor. The detailed 
analysis is given as follows!
______________________________
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Ito
Cu
50
1
parts
«
per mill ion
*» «»
Ti < 50 ♦»
Hi < 2 • i« «*
Co < 2 « « ft
Cr ^50 » A »«
La nil «* » r
3a 40 **
c impurity In the purest nature!Thue we have 100 p«p«m* of 
crystal examined«
The artificial single crystals were analysed by the Chemistry 
^t ci v ^S3K* t3^^* C5 method* The
paramagnetic impurity to be expected In these specimens is iron and the 
analysis on a Spekker was specifically for iron* The results are 
accurate to i 0.1 p»f»m«
Crystal 
NalJO^ (Hilger) 
N Wj ^2°
NSgBjQ? 10H20
NaClO.
Pe Iaipurity 
U.8 p.p*m* 
0*4 p<p»m. 
0*5 p.p.m- 
0*5 p.p.au
In the oase of the hoa.e-grcmi ozystals the analysis was done on the
salt used for growing the final large crystal specimens*
The Pe impurity of these crystals is low as compared with the pure MeK01
crystal obtained conaeroially*
___________ __________________________________________
---- —---------------—----- - - - —
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Polarisation factors for one ions have recently been calculated
from Hartree and Hartree-Pook wave functions. The values for the nuclei
in which we are interested are taken from Bersohn 1958. The 
factor Yqo is defined in the following way.
Q total * nucleus * ^electron
« Q * Vss Q
Ion Q (bares)
u7* 0.042 0.256
r1 0.0M5 0.1655
0.10 -6.53
u27**« 0.149 -2.59
The greater the Q^otal value’ greater is the interaction between 
the quadrupole moment of the nucleus and the time varying eleotrio field 
gradient at the nucleus, and consequently the more likely it is that T. 
should be controlled by quadrupole relaxation rather than impurity 
magnetic relaxation.
6.11.
11<i)„
In the light of the table in section 6.10 B^ is not a nucleus 
which is likely to have a short T^ due to quadrupole relaxation. Its
quadrupole moment is low end if furthei' reduced by 15$ due to the 
shielding effect of its electrons. It is not then surprising that the
------------ ----------- —-------- —-----------------------------
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relaxation mechanism in is magnetic. Xt only remains to see If a 
T^ near 1 second Is reasonable In a crystal containing < 1 p.p.m. of 
paramagnetic iron iiipurity.
1 p.p.m. by wt. i 101« Impurity atoms/gm.
~ I x 10^ impurity atoma/oo.
The magnetic relaxation time will be determined by the number of
spin-spin collisions required on average to move the excess spin energy
to the neighbourhood of an impurity atom. When energy Is exchanged with
the impurity atom the energy is passed on to the lattice In a time of
the order of the paramagnetic relaxation time 10 sec. so that T^ la
governed only by the time taken in spi»*»apin collisions.
T^ n2T2 where the energy has to be transported n lattice 
2spacings by means of n random oollislcna. In fact Blcedbergen 1949 
suggests the relation
T^ ■ 10 n^g
Suppose the crystal is divided into N cubes per am? each cube containing 
one impurity ion on average so that there are N ir^purity ions per o.o. 
Then the average distance of a nucleus in the cube from the impurity ion 
is j x length of oube side
• * *** wbero a is the nearest distance between
the nuclei absorbing the r.f. energy.
1QT.
6(2)
aMSa2!^
___________________ ___________________________
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For B11 1016 Line-Width ? 10 Ifl/« AN
a is unhewn but will be a few Angstrom unite, 
a 3 x 10*®
* T 2x0 sec.1
9 x 10’16 x 1016 * f
The recorded T. of 1.3 seoonds could then be attributable to the
paramagnetic impurity, though the near coincidence of the figure found by 
the rough model is fortuitous.
(ii)
J6Putjting the values a x 10^ am, T^O.J x 10*^5<c,K — 10lo/co«
in equation 6(2) we again get 1 sec which would be the relaxation time 
for sodium in ftaKO^ of the purity of our specimen if the relaxation were
due to paramagnetic impurity. It appears that sodium, with a larger
.11quadrupole moment than B and a much more favourable antishielding 
polarisation factor, has enough quadrupole coupling to the lattice to 
provide a quadrupole relaxation giving a T* over ten times shorter theft 
the magnetic relaxation time in our Nafto^ crystal. Zt alec follows that 
at concentrations of paramagnetic impurity greater that fifty times the 
concentration in our crystal the magnetic relaxation would begin to 
dominate the quadrupolar relaxation process.
23The same argument applies to Ba in sodium theosulphate where
the two relaxation processes will be of comparable strength near impurity
values of 10 p.p.m.
________ __________________
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(tii) U7
The spectroaoopio and parajaagnetic resonance analysis of arystal 65
18of spodowie both give an estimate of 10 impurity ions per gram.
Substituting in equation 6( 2) i N ■ Jx 10^ yom^» T, 1
1CT53 x
**<U» *»8 73 x 10 see and a « 5 x 10 em which are the values for Li' in
spodumene 65,we get T^ » 0.01 see in good agreement with the time found. 
With the low nuclear Q value and Yoo factor in lithium and the high 
impurity content in the crystal this result is to be expected. As far 
as geological sanqplee are concerned the crystal ia of course relatively 
pure. The shorter relaxation time of the other crystals is explained by 
assuming a higher paramagnetic impurity content.
27(lv) aT'
27T^ for Al in spodumene 65 is found to be very similar to that of
7 * *the Li nucleus, and aa and a have similar values for both nuclei there
is no doubt that the relaxation crooess is magnetic. Aa Q and Y«? are 
27not unfavourable in Al , quadripole relaxation may dominate the
paramagnetic relaxation xrooess in unusually pure crystals, and it might 
27well be possible to find a spodunene crystal in whioh the Al nuclei are 
relaxed by a quadrtpolar mechanism while the Id/ nuclei are relaxed by 
paramagnetic 1 purities.
________ _______ .
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An analysis of the behaviour of the nuclear magnetic resonance 
lines in a quadrupole split spectrum under saturation conditions shows 
that the dominant relaxation prcoess for nuclear spins can be ascertained 
by a study of the saturation curves of the different lines.
A nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer using a twfcb T bridge 
has been constructed and used to study the saturation behaviour of the 
quadrupole split spectra of four different nuclei In nine different 
crystals. Xt has been found that the spectrometer Is well suited to the 
study of such crystals at the wide range of input power required.
Three of the single crystal specimens have been grown and the 
spectrum of one of them (borax) la given for a limited range for the first 
time. The quadrupole coupling constant In another (sodium chlorate) has 
been measured.
Xt has been found that within the limits of measurement the 
qualitative predictions of the analysis are well supported by the 
experiments. The relaxation mechanism in three of the crystals Is 
through the electric quadrupole moment of the nuclei, while In the other 
six It Is through the magnetic dipole moment of the nuclei.
A calibration of the spectrometer using the spectrum of lithlun In 
a lithium fluoride crystal In which the relaxation time Is long enough to 
be measured directly, enables values of spin-lattice relaxation time to 
be given for all the crystals examined. The relaxation times found are 
shown to be In reasonable agreement with the predictions of theory using 
in each case the appropriate relaxation laechanism found for the crystal.
-------- --------------------------- —
Appendix X.
Nucleus Crystal Reference
U.
LiAl(8W^)2
Be^Al^SiOj)^
Na23
BeAl^O^
NaCXO,
NaBrO,
"W>»y
Murahami and Hgrohara, J. Phys. Soo. Japan 11 
607 1956-
Fetch, Crasma and Volkoff, Can. J. Phy®. 31 
837 1953-
Brown and Williams, J. Cham. Phys. 24 751 
1956.
Schuster and Fake, Phys. Rev. 81 886 1951.
Pound, Phys. Rev. 79 685 1950.
Itoh and Kuaaka, J, Phya. Soo. Japan 9 434 
1954-
Itoh and Kuaaka, J. Phya. Soo. Japan 9 434 
1954.
Itoh, Kuaaka and lamagata, J. Phys. Soo. Japan 
9 209 1954.
NaHjjFC^. 2H2O 
Al2°5
LIA1(81O3)2
HBeAlSiCL3
e X2°4 
Be-Al2(510.)
Hoby and Patch, Chi. J. Phya. 5U 1169 1956.
Found. Phy.. Rev. 79 685 1 950.
Pat oh, Cranna Hid Volkoff, Can. 3. Phya. 51 
857 1955.
Eadaa. Can. 3. Phya. 55 286 1955.
Hodcanberry, Broan wad Williams, Bull. Am. 
Phya. Soo. 2 225 1957
Brown and Williams, 3. Cham. Phys. 21*. 751
— —
Nucleus Crystal
K» KClOj
O.133 cWao^)a6H/>
Kb87 Kb/«(so4)26V
Cu63 CV
Hb’3 mo.
Appendix X. (Cant.)
Baferanoo
Kaplan ana Hahn, Bull. Anu Phya. Soo. 2 
384 1957.
Kuahlda. Bonedak and Bloaniborgan. Phys. Bar. 
104 1364 1956.
Cotts and Knight* Phys. Rav. 96 1285 1954*
——
Appendix II
As the output of the Signal Generator comes from an attenuator 
calibrated in decibel a it is convenient to plot the saturation curve 
against relative input power P in decibels rather than against log P.
Any saturation curve (1 + XP) is derived from the (1 ♦ P) 1 
curve by displacing it -10 log x decibels along the p axis.
P 10 log P ■ k** 
db 1 ♦ P
Displacement 
from (1 ♦ P)“1
0 ex 1
0.01 -20 0.990
0.02 -16.99 0.980
0.03 -15-23 0.971
0.05 -13.01 0.953
0.07 -11.55 0.935
0.1 -10.0 0.909
0.2 -6.99 0.833
0.3 -5.23 0.769
0.5 -3«oi 0.667
0.7 -1.55 0.588
1.0 0 0.500
2.0 ♦3.01 0.333
3.0 6.77 0.250
5.0 6.99 0.167
7.0 8.65 0.125
10.0 10.0 0.091
».o 13.01 0.068
Curve
(1 ♦ -1.05 db
d ♦ I —3*52 db
(1 ♦ 3 P)M •4.77 db
(1 ♦ 6 P)-1 -6.02 db
(1. $ »)•’ -1.91 db
(1. # p)"1 -2.14 db
(1 ♦ 5^^ )”1
-5.00 db
(1 ♦ $ ?)“* —6.4 db
d ♦ n p)”1 -6.5 db
_________— _________
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